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Abstract
This thesis describes the design of a high performance, floating-point, standalone embedded
system that is appropriate for speech and audio processing purposes.
The system successfully employs the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz floating
point digital signal processor as a CPU, and includes 512MB RAM, a Compact Flash storage card
interface as non-volatile memory, a multi-channel audio input and output system with two
programmable microphone preamplifiers offering up to 65dB gain, a USB interface, a LCD display
and a push-button user interface.
An Altera Cyclone II FPGA is used to interface the CPU with the various peripheral
components. The FIFO buffers within the FPGA allow bulk DMA transfers of audio data for minimal
processor delays. Similar approaches are taken for communication with the USB interface, the
Compact Flash storage card and the LCD display.
A logic analyzer interface allows system debugging via the FPGA. This interface can also in
future be used to interface to additional components. The power distribution required a total of 11
different supplies to be provided with a total consumption of 16.8W. A 6 layer PCB incorporating 4
signal layers, a power plane and ground plane was designed for the final prototype.
All system components were verified to be operating correctly by means of appropriate
testing software, and the computational performance was measured by repeated calculation of a
multi-dimensional Gaussian log-probability and found to be comparable with an Intel 1.8GHz
Core2Duo processor.
The design can therefore be considered a success, and the prototype is ready for
development of suitable speech or audio processing software.
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Opsomming
Die tesis beskryf die ontwerp van ‘n hoë werk verrigting, wisselpunt stelsel wat geskik is vir
spraak-en klank toepassings.
Die stelsel maak gebruik van ‘n Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz wisselpunt
digitale seinverwerker as sentrale verwerker met 512MB RAM. Dit gebruik ‘n Compact Flash
geheuekaart as lees-alleen-geheue en het ‘n multi-kanaal klank inset/uitset poorte met twee
programmeerbare mikrofoon voor-versterkers wat tot 65dB aanwins lewer. Dit het ook ‘n USB
koppelvlak, ‘n LCD skerm en ‘n gebruikerskoppelvlak.
‘n Altera Cyclone II FPGA word gebruik om met die CPU en verskeie ander komponente te
kommunikeer. Die FIFO buffers binne die FPGA laat DMA blokoordrag van klank data toe met
minimale verwerkervertragings. Die kommunikasie word op ‘n soortgelyke manier word gedoen met
die USB koppelvlak, die Compact Flash kaart en die LCD skerm.
Die logiese analiseerderkoppelvlak laat stelselontfouting toe via die FPGA. Die koppelvlak
kan ook in die toekoms gebruik word om met bykomende komponente te kommunikeer. Die
kragstelsel het ‘n totaal van 11 verskillende toevoere benodig, met ‘n totale verbruik van 16.8W. Die
finale prototipe gebruik ‘n 6 vlak gedrukte etsbaanboard met 4 sein lae, een krag laag en ‘n grond
laag.
Alle stelselkomponente is geverifieer om korrek te funksioneer met gepaste toets
sagteware, en die berekeningswerksverrigting is gemeet deur herhaalde berekening van ‘n multidimensionele Gauss logwaarskynlikheid. Dit is gevind om vergelykbaar te wees met ‘n Intel 1.8GHz
Core2Duo verwerker.
Die ontwerp is daarom ‘n sukses en die prototipe is reg vir ontwikkeling van gepaste spraak
en klank verwerkingssagteware.
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1 Introduction
Modern speech recognition systems employ a number of fundamental techniques and
mathematical models, such as diagonal covariance Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov
models. The use of these techniques is highly processor intensive and is most suited to systems that
can perform floating point computations.
Implementations of speech recognition systems range from state-of-the-art research
systems, to word processing applications that have embedded speech recognition (such as Microsoft
Office), to applications that can recognize isolated words on a cellular phone. Research systems
typically process the speech off-line, whilst word processing and cellular phones attempt to process
the speech in real time. For real time systems, performance accuracy is dependent on the processing
power of the system. Cellular phones typically employ processors that can only perform fixed-point
calculations, requiring the floating point computations to be emulated or approximated. This leads
to system performance and/or accuracy penalties. A further factor that degrades the performance of
such systems is the relatively small amount of available RAM and secondary memory. This limits the
complexity of the speech models which the system can store, as well as the sophistication of the
recognition process it can perform.
Very little hardware that is specifically optimized for speech recognition applications, and
that is accessible for research use, has been described in literature. The In Silico Vox project (1) is an
attempt to implement speech recognition algorithms directly as hardware, by using a large FPGA.
This system is limited in terms of its vocabulary size and the sophistication of its acoustic models, as
it is currently only capable of recognizing up to 1000 words at a rate that is 2.2 times slower than
real time. A speech recognition library has also been made available by Microchip specifically for the
dsPIC30F 16-bit fixed-point family of microprocessors (2). This system is also very limited as the
library only supports 100 specific words with American English pronunciation.
The aim of this project is to develop a portable high-performance microprocessor based
hardware platform that can be used to completely abstract the speech recognition process from a
personal computer. Hence, the system should be able to emulate the PC’s peripherals, such as the
mouse and keyboard, which control the input to the computer. The system, however, should not be
limited to this application. We envision that a successful portable system could be employed as
1

general voice-activated device, which can for example be used to activate household appliances for
disabled persons, or in a car for hands free operation.
Finally, the system should have similar capabilities in terms of processing power and
memory to a personal computer. This will allow speech recognition systems to be developed on a
PC, and then easily transferred to the portable device. With these guidelines in mind, the system
requirements are set out in the following section.

1.1 System Requirements

The aim of this project is to develop a stand-alone embedded system upon which state of
the art processor intensive speech processing algorithms can be performed. The system would then
be able to control peripheral devices through voice commands. The system requirements for the
design are as follows:
1. The system must utilize a floating point central processing unit (CPU). The CPU must be able
to perform 32-bit floating point calculations.
2. The system must support a minimum of 512 MB RAM.
3. The system must support a minimum of 512 MB non-volatile secondary storage memory.
4. The design must include a stereo audio analog to digital converter (ADC) and a stereo audio
digital to analog converter (DAC).
5. The design must include microphone pre- amplification.
6. The design must include a universal serial bus (USB) peripheral interface with a personal
computer. The design must be capable of implementing the HID keyboard and HID mouse
subset of the USB2.0 HID specification.
7. The design must include a liquid crystal display (LCD).

It is clear from the above specification that the most important system component is the
CPU itself. The choice of the CPU directly influences the processing power, amount of RAM,
secondary storage and the number of peripheral devices that can be included in the design.
Therefore it is necessary to choose the CPU first and the following chapter discusses the
process by which this was done.
2

2 Processor Selection
This chapter discusses the selection process of the processor that is utilized in our design. A
number of currently available high-performance processors were considered and compared, before
a final choice was made.

2.1 Comparison of processors

Several processors were considered for this design. An in depth comparison of these
processors was performed, which is summarized in Table 2-1. The different categories used to
evaluate the processors are listed in the first column and the capabilities of each processor are listed
in the remaining column. An explanation for the notes and abbreviations appear at the end of the
table, as do the descriptions of each of the processors themselves.
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300
2
1.8
2400
32-bit
256 bit
32-bit
32-bit
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

40
1
No
30
16-bit
24 bit
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

1200
1
unknown
2900
32-bit
32-bit
32-bit
64-bit
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

240
1
1.7
430
32-bit
16-bit
26 bit
32-bit
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

32KB

No

32KB(L1)

24KB

400MB/s

No

640MB/s

640MB/s

1024MB

256MB

None

*3

128MB

133MHz
256KB
None
768KB
242MB
No
32
2
8
Yes
Yes
Yes
None
None
None
No
No

125MHz
None
3072KB
None
16MB
2*5
14
None
None
No
No
Yes
4
None
None
No
No

100MHz
256kB
None
384KB
256MB*4
No
16
2
16
No
No
Yes
None
2
None
No
No

None
8KB
None
192KB
None
No
None
2
None
No
No
No
None
1
4KB
No
No

Unknown
None
None
None
None
No
None
None
None
No
No
Yes
None
None
None
No
No

Unknown
None
None
None
None
No
4
None
None
No
No
Yes
None
None
None
Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

384MB
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Renesas SH7751

600
2
3.6
3600*2
32-bit
128-bit
32-bit
64-bit
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
6x
128Kbit
1GB/s

400
2
2.4
400-800*1
32-bit
48-bit
24 bit
32-bit
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
32x48bit
instruct
532MB/s

Freescale
MPC7457

Microchip
dsPIC30F6014

EMIF Transfer Rate
External SDRAM
Supported
SDRAM Speed
Onboard SRAM
Onboard DRAM
Onboard ROM
Flash supported
Slow Device Protocol
DMA channels
SPI Bus
SPORTS
SRC
SPDIF
JTAG
Link ports
I2C Bus
EEPROM
PCI
PCMCIA
Serial Communication
Interface
Smart Card

Texas Instruments
TMS320C6727

Cache

Analog Devices
TigerSHARC TS201

Clock Speed (MHz)
# Processing Elements
GFLOPS
MIPS
Internal Register Size
Instruction Word Length
Address Bus Size
Data bus Size
32-bit Floating Point
40-bit Floating Point
64-bit Floating Point
16-bit Fixed Point

Analog Devices
SHARC 21368

Processor

Package

256 BGA

576 BGA

256 BGA

Price

R665

R1365

R146

80lead
TQFP
R48

483 CBGA

256 BGA

R194

Unknown

* see notes for explanation
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The processor can perform 1 48-bit instruction every cycle; it can operate in SIMD mode and
therefore perform the same instruction on 2 sets of different data. Therefore the maximum MIPS is
800.
The processor can perform 6 32-bit instructions per cycle in SIMD mode. Therefore the maximum
MIPS are 3600.
The processor does not support a SDRAM controller directly. It can interface with a SDRAM controller
via MPX or 60X bus protocols.
The TMS320C6727 only has enough address lines on its flash interface to support 16KB of flash
memory. However, this can be expanded to support 256MB of flash through the use of general
purpose input/output pins.
The TigerSHARC also supports a slow device protocol which can be used to interface with slower
devices such as secondary memory. It supports a total of 512MB over 2 banks.

Abbreviations:
GFLOPS:
MIPS:
EMIF:
SPI:
SPORTS:
SRC:
SPDIF:
JTAG:
I2C:

Giga-floating point operations per second.
Million instructions per second.
External memory interface.
Serial peripheral interface. Used for interfacing to peripheral devices.
Serial ports. Used for interfacing to ADCs and DACs.
Sample rate converter.
Sony/ Phillips digital interface. A digital audio interface.
Joint test access group IEEE 1149.1 boundary-scan standard.
Inter-integrated component communication.
Table 2-1: Comparison of processors.
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Table 2-2 compares the development boards that were available from the various
processors. The categories used to evaluate the development boards are listed in the first column
and the specifications of each board in the following columns. No evaluation board was available for
the Microchip dsPIC30F6014. Freescale and Renesas do not manufacture their own development
boards. Therefore development boards from Sandpoint X3 and Codescape were analyzed.

Codescape
(Renesas)

Processor
21369
TS201 TMS320C6713
Clock speed 400MHz 600MHz
225MHz
SDRAM
4MB
32MB
8MB
Flash memory
1MB
512KB
512KB
Price
R3296
R6659
R2630

Sandpoint X3
(Freescale)

Texas
Instruments

Analog Devices
TigerSHARC

Analog Devices
SHARC

Evaluation kits

MPC7455
800MHz
128MB
None
R25972

SH7751
240MHz
Unknown
Unknown
R18044

Table 2-2: Comparison of processor evaluation boards.

The following paragraphs describe each CPU listed in Table 2-1 in more detail.

2.1.1

Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201

The TigerSHARC TS201 uses a static superscalar architecture. It has dual computational units,
which each contain an arrhythmic logic unit (ALU), a multiplier, a register file and a communications
logic unit (CLU). It also contains dual integer-ALUs which are separate to the computational units.
The processor uses a 128-bit very large instruction word (VLIW) which enables it to execute between
1 and 4 32-bit instructions per cycle. The CPU can be configured to operate in single instruction
multiple data mode (SIMD). In this mode the CPU can execute up to 6 32-bit instructions per cycle
allowing a maximum of 6 32-bit floating point calculations per cycle or 24 16-bit fixed point
calculations per cycle. It has 4 128-bit internal data busses that connect the processing elements to
the 6 4-Mbit internal DRAM memory banks providing an internal bandwidth of 33GB/s.
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The processor has a 64-bit external data and a 32-bit external address bus. The 32-bit
address bus allows the CPU to address a 4G 32-bit word space. The onboard SDRAM controller can
support a total of 1024MB of SDRAM over 4 SDRAM modules. The 64-bit external data bus can
operate a maximum throughput of 1GB/s.
The external data bus also supports peripheral protocols such as the pipelined and slow
device protocols which can address 512MB over two banks. This could be used to interface with
secondary storage memory.
The CPU contains no support for serial peripheral devices such as analog-to-digital
converters (ADC’s). Therefore a field programmable gate array (FPGA) would be necessary to
interface the CPU to an ADC and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The same FPGA could used to
interface with a liquid crystal display (LCD) and to an USB controller.
The development board includes an ADC, a DAC, 32 MB SDRAM and 4-Mbit flash memory. It
provides accessible connections to the external data bus, external address bus and control signals. A
peripheral prototype board that connects through the external connections could therefore be
designed, thereby simplifying the development of the final board that would also contain the CPU,
and SDRAM modules.

2.1.2

Analog Devices SHARC 21368 Processor

This processor is based on a super Harvard architecture. It contains two computational
processing elements that operate as a SIMD engine. The processor can either operate as a single
processing unit or in SIMD mode where each processing element executes the same instruction but
on different data. Each processing element contains a set of parallel computation units such as an
ALU, multiplier, shifter and a register file.
The super Harvard architecture allows two operands to be fetched from the data memory,
two operands from the program memory, and a 48-bit instruction to be fetched from cache in a
single cycle.
Transfers between the internal memory and the core can be sustained at 6.4GB/s when
operating at a clock frequency of 400MHz.
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The processor contains 2-Mbits internal static RAM and 6-Mbits internal ROM. It supports 4
external memory devices which can be either SDRAM or asynchronous memory. A maximum of
either 16 MB asynchronous memory or 128MB SDRAM can be connected on each of the 4 banks. If
configured to use one bank in asynchronous mode, which would be necessary in this design, then
the processor would be able to support a maximum of 384MB SDRAM.
The SHARC is designed specifically for audio applications. This is emphasized by the variety
of IO interfaces it supports, such as serial ports, I2C, SPIs and UARTs.
These IO interfaces provide a simple means to interface with ADCs and DACs. However glue
logic would still be required to interface with a LCD, secondary storage and USB.

2.1.3

Texas Instruments TMS320C6727

This CPU uses a 256-bit very large instruction word (VLIW). This allows it to execute between
one and eight 32-bit instructions per cycle (six of which can be floating point instructions).The CPU
supports double precision floating point, where as the TigerSHARC and SHARC do not, however a 64bit floating point operation can take up to 4 cycles to complete.
The CPU has two data paths that connect to 2 processing units. Each unit has four functional
units, namely a data-addressing unit, a multiplier and units responsible for arithmetic, logic and
branch functions. Each processing unit contains 32 general purpose registers.
The CPU has 32 KB program cache, 256KB on-chip RAM and 384KB on-chip ROM. The
memory controller supports single cycle data accesses between the CPU to ROM and RAM. It can
perform up to three of the following parallel accesses to internal RAM and ROM:
•

2 64-bit accesses from the CPU.

•

1 256 bit program fetch from the core and program cache.

•

1 32-bit data access from the peripheral system.

The external memory interface has a 32-bit data bus and supports a maximum of 256MB of
SDRAM. It also directly supports 16KB of flash memory, which can be extended to 256MB through
the use of general purpose IO pins.
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Like the SHARC, the TMS320C6727 is designed specifically for audio applications. This is
emphasized by the variety of serial peripheral interfaces it contains. However, external interface
circuitry would be necessary to interface with a USB controller and a LCD.
The development board supplied by Texas Instruments contains the TMS320C6713 CPU and
not the higher performance TMS320C6727 CPU. This board has only 8MB onboard RAM and 18KB of
L1 cache. It does however incorporate 64KB of L2 cache. These limitations may cause bottle necks if
the size of program is too large to fit in the internal memory.

2.1.4

Microchip dsPIC30F6014

This CPU is a 16-bit processor and uses a 24-bit instruction word length. The core is capable
of performing one data memory read, one working register read, one data memory write and one
program memory read per instruction cycle. The digital signal processor (DSP) engine features a high
speed fixed point 17-bit X 17-bit multiplier, a 40-bit ALU, two 40-bit saturating accumulators and a
40-bit bidirectional barrel shifter. The CPU has no support for hardware floating point operations. It
also has no support for external memory such as SDRAM or Flash memory.

2.1.5

Freescale MPC7457:

The MPC7457 implements the 32-bit Power PC and uses a superscalar architecture. As many
4 instructions can be fetched from the cache simultaneously and as many as 12 instructions can be
in the instruction queue. Most instructions have a single cycle execution time.
The CPU contains 11 independent execution units, consisting of 3 register files, a branch
processing unit, 4 integer units, a floating point unit, 4 vector units and a load/store unit. It contains
32 KB of L1 cache, 512 KB of L2 cache and supports up to 4MB of external SRAM as L3 cache. It is
capable of performing 32-bit and 64-bit floating point operations.
The processor also supports the MPX and 60X bus protocols, which allow the MPC7457 to
interface with memory controllers and host bridges. Its memory management unit can address a
36bit physical address and a 52bit virtual address. The MPX and 60X bus protocol support a
sustained throughput of 640MB/s via a 64-bit data bus.
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The MPC7457 would therefore require a host controller that interfaces to SDRAM, it would
also require external logic such as an FPGA or PLD to interface with ADC’s, a USB, an LCD display and
external flash memory.

2.1.6

Renesas SH7751:

Like the SHARC, the SH7751 uses a super Harvard architecture. This super scalar architecture
allows the simultaneous execution of 2 instructions, reaching a maximum throughput of 2
instructions per cycle. It has a 32-bit internal data bus and it has a 16-bit instruction length.
It uses a memory management unit (MMU) to create a 32-bit virtual memory address space.
Part of the address space corresponds to external memory, which is addressed by 29 address lines.
This allows a total of 448MB of external memory such as SRAM, DRAM and ROM, PCMCIA and MPX
to be directly attached in 7 separate areas, each with a maximum size of 64MB. An eighth area is
used as reserved space (therefore the total memory that can be addressed including this reserved
space is 512MB). The MMU uses address translation to convert from the virtual memory address to
the physical memory address. The 7 areas can be configured to support different memory types in
different ways. One is able to configure a maximum of 128MB SDRAM and a maximum of 448MB
SRAM.
The CPU can execute the floating point multiply and accumulate, floating point add, floating
point subtraction and floating point multiply instructions with 3 cycle latency for single precision
and a 8 cycle latency for double precision. These instructions also have a pipeline delay of 1 cycle for
single precision and a pipeline delay of 6 cycles for double precision.
The CPU supports a serial communication interface which would provide a simple means to
interface with ADC’s, USB and to LCD displays. It however would require external logic such as a PLD
to interface with secondary storage memory.
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2.2 Conclusion

For all of the CPU choices considered it would be necessary to use external communication
logic to interface with most of the required peripheral components. The support for peripheral
components is therefore not a major determining factor for the choice of an appropriate processor.
To simplify the design and prototype process, it is necessary to select a CPU for which a
development board is available that includes reasonable amounts of RAM and also external
connections that can be used to interface with a peripheral board. This would allow the debugging of
the peripheral components to be performed, before a final prototype including the processor and
system memory is developed.
The development boards available for the Renesas and Freescale CPU’s are both very
expensive when compared to those supplied by the other manufacturer and therefore they were not
considered for this design.
No development board was available for the higher performance Texas Instruments CPU.
This processor does not meet the system requirements with respect to the amount of RAM that can
be supported and is therefore not considered for this design.
The Microchip dsPIC30F6014 does not meet any of the system requirements and is
therefore not considered for this design.
The Analog Devices SHARC does not meet the system requirements with respect to the
amount of RAM supported and is therefore not considered for the design.
The only processor that does meet the RAM system requirements is the Analog Devices
TigerSHARC. The TigerSHARC development board contains 32MB of RAM, and the external interface
of the development board can be used to interface with peripheral devices by means of suitable
interconnection logic. The Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz DSP is therefore chosen for
the design that is described in this thesis, and the following chapters describe the design and
implementation of this system in detail.
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3 System Design Overview
Our system utilizes the Analog Devices TigerSHARC 600MHz digital signal processor as the
central processing unit. The TigerSHARC makes use of its external data bus, which operates at
100MHz, to interface to 512MB SDRAM, an FPGA and 512KB ROM.
The FPGA is in turn used to interface with all the peripheral components, such as an LCD
display, a Compact Flash card, a multi-channel audio input and output system, a USB interface, a
logic analyzer, a UART and a push-button and LED interface. A high level block diagram of our design
is illustrated in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: High level block diagram of the system.
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512KB
Flash
SDRAM

USB
FPGA

TigerSHARC
Compact Flash

LineLine-in

LCD

Line
Line--out
out

Power
MIC 1

Logic Analyzer Interface
MIC 0

Figure 3-2
2: A photograph of th
the
e final prototype illustrating the different system components.
components.

The system was designed in two phases. The initial phase involved interfacing the Analog
Devices TigerSHARC TS201 development board to a peripheral board.
The design of this peripheral board involved implementing parts of the system specification
specification,
such as the secondary storage, audio, LCD, and USB. The final stage involved incorporating the
peripheral board into a design which also included the TigerSHARC processor and RAM. A
photograph of the final prototype
prototype is illustrated in Figure 3-2
2.
In designing this system, consideration need
needed to be taken for the clock distribution, signal
integrity, system reset and the ssystem
ystem power distribution
distribution, all of which are not illustrated in the block
diagram
diagram.
This thesis documents the complete system design in detail.
detail In order to improve the
documents readability, the flow of the hardware design is broken down into the following chapters:
chapters:
•

Chapter 4 discusses the TigerSHARC processor.

•

Chapter 5 discusses the FPGA system.

•

Chapter 6 discusses the audio system.

•

Chapter 7 discusses the storage system.
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•

Chapter 8 discusses the USB and LCD system.

•

Chapter 9 discusses the UART system.

•

Chapter 10 discusses the push buttons and LEDs system.

•

Chapter 11 discusses the logic level translation system between various components

•

Chapter 12 discusses the system reset.

•

Chapter 13 discusses the SDRAM.

•

Chapter 14 discusses the clock distribution and signal integrity.

•

Chapter 15 discusses the power supply system

•

Chapter 16 discusses the schematic capture and PCB layout.

Finally, the software that was written to demonstrate the correct working of this system is
discussed in Chapter 17 and the performance of the processor is evaluated in Chapter 18.
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4 The Central Processing Unit
This chapter discusses the implementation of the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz
digital signal processor (DSP) as the central processing unit in our design.

Figure 4-1: Functional Block Diagram of the TigerSHARC (reproduced from datasheet (3)).

Figure 4-1 illustrates a functional block diagram of the DSP. The following sections explain
the parts of the DSP which are applicable to this design.

4.1 TigerSHARC Computational Blocks

The TigerSHARC is a static superscalar CPU. It has dual computational units, which each
contain an ALU, a multiplier, a register file and a communications logic unit. It also contains dual
integer-ALUs. It has a 128-bit very large instruction word (VLIW) which enables it to execute
between 1 and 4 32-bit instructions per cycle. The CPU can be configured to operate in single
15

instruction multiple data mode (SIMD) where both computational units perform the same
instructions but on different data. In this mode the CPU can execute up to 6 32-bit instructions per
clock cycle allowing a maximum of 6 32-bit floating point calculations per cycle or 24 16-bit fixed
point calculations per cycle.

4.2 TigerSHARC internal memory

The ADSP-TS201S processor internal memory consists of 24M bits of on-chip DRAM, divided
into six blocks of 4M bits that are addressable as 128K × 32-bit words. Each block—M0, M2, M4, M6,
M8, and M10—can store program instructions, data, or both, so applications can configure memory
to suit specific needs. Placing program instructions and data in different memory blocks, however,
enables the DSP to access data while performing an instruction fetch. Each memory segment
contains a 128K bit cache to enable single cycle access to internal DRAM. The internal memory space
is illustrated in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: TigerSHARC internal memory space, showing blocks M0 to M10 (reproduced from datasheet (3)).
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The linker descriptive file (LDF) is used to tell the compiler in which sections of memory the
program code and data must be placed. Although, memory can be allocated dynamically at runtime
through the use of multiple heaps, it is necessary to reserve memory for the heap in the LDF and to
statically declare in which portions of memory the code and data must be placed. For example, it is
possible to place multiple heaps in the internal memory or in the external memory. For more
information on how to program the LDF and the compiler please refer to the Linker manual and
C/C++ compiler manual (4).
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4.3 External Port

The TigerSHARC TS201 processor’s external port provides an interface with off-chip memory
and peripherals. The 4G 32-bit word space is included in the DSP’s unified memory map, which is
illustrated in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3: TigerSHARC unified memory map (reproduced from datasheet (3)).

The external system bus provides a single 64-bit data bus and a single 32-bit address bus.
The external data bus can be configured for 32-bit and 64-bit, little endian operations. Our system is
configured to operate with a 64-bit data bus. The lower 32-bits of the external data bus are
connected to even memory addresses and the upper 32-bits are connected to the odd addresses.
The addressing of the external memory devices and memory mapped peripherals is facilitated by the
on-chip decoding of high order address lines to generate memory bank select signals.
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The TigerSHARC can be configured to operate in a multiprocessor environment. Figure 4-3
illustrates how it is possible to address each of the processor’s internal memory space within the
unified memory map. Since our design implements 1 processor, however, the multiprocessor
memory space is not used. Similarly the host memory space provides an interface with a host
processor. However, since no host processor is implemented in this design, the host processor
memory space is also not used.
The external port supports pipelined, slow and SDRAM protocols.
The TigerSHARC TS201 processor has two memory spaces, named MS0 and MS1, which can
be used to interface with peripheral devices using the pipelined or slow device protocol. The
processor also has four memory spaces which can be used to interface with SDRAM devices, named
MSSD0 bank 0, MSSD1 bank 1, MSSD2 bank 2, MSSD3 bank 3.
Each memory space is 64M 32-bit words in size. Consequently the chip selects signals for
these address spaces are MS0, MS1, MSSD0, MSSD1, MSSD2 and MSSD3 respectively, and Table
4-1 illustrates address decoding of these chip select signals. Address bus bits 26-0 are used to
address each of the 64M x 32-bit words in each memory space.
Address Bus Bits 31-27 Chip Select Signals
00110
MS0
MS1

00111

MSSD0

01000

MSSD1

01010

MSSD2

01100

MSSD3

01110

Table 4-1: Chip select address decoding.
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Depending on the configuration of the drive strength of the TigerSHARC (discussed in section
4.4.4), the control signals, address bus and data bus can take up to 4ns to become valid after the
rising edge of the system clock cycle (SCLK) in which they were asserted. The signals are also held for
a minimum of 1ns and disabled within 2ns after the following rising edge. Therefore all timing
diagrams discussed in the following sections illustrate the address, data bus and control signals
cycles with a slight delay after the rising edge of the clock.
The following section discusses the pipelined and slow devices protocols that can be used in
memory space MS0 and MS1. The SDRAM controller and interface are discussed in chapter 13.

4.3.1

Pipelined protocol

The pipelined protocol is the faster of the two communication protocols that can be used in
memory space MS0 and MS1. It allows for the pipelining of transactions with a throughput of one
datum per cycle and a transaction latency that can be programmed to be between one and four
cycles. The address and control signals of a transaction are issued in the address cycle and the data is
transferred a few cycles later. The TigerSHARC processor can issue an address of a new transaction
every cycle and does not need to wait for the completion of the data cycle of the first transaction
before beginning the address cycle of the new transaction. Figure 4-4 illustrates the pipeline
protocol read cycle with a read latency of 4, for four sequential read cycles. Figure 4-5 illustrates the
pipeline protocol write cycle with a write latency of 1, for four sequential write cycles.

Figure 4-4: Pipelined protocol: read cycle, with a read latency of 4.
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Figure 4-5: Pipelined protocol: write cycle, with a write latency of 1.

4.3.2

Slow device protocol

The TigerSHARC also supports a slow device protocol in memory spaces MS0 and MS1. The
protocol allows the TigerSHARC to interface with non critical devices, and supports the insertion of
wait cycles. A maximum of three internal wait cycles can be inserted, while external wait cycles can
be inserted through the use of the acknowledge (ACK) signal. The slow device protocol read and
write cycles are illustrated in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 respectively. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9
illustrate the read and write cycles with external wait cycles.

Figure 4-6: Slow device protocol: read cycle.

Figure 4-7: Slow device protocol: write cycle.
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Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 illustrate that the chip selects signals MS0 and MS1 are asserted in
the first clock cycle. In the next cycle the read or write control signal is asserted, after which the
programmed internal wait cycles are inserted. After the completion of the wait cycles, the host or
the device will sample the data bus in the data cycle.

Figure 4-8: Slow device protocol: read cycle with external wait cycles.

Figure 4-9: Slow device protocol: write cycle with external wait cycles.

Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 illustrate that the chip selects signals MS0 and MS1 are asserted in
the first clock cycle. In the next cycle, the read or write control signal is asserted, after which the
programmed internal wait cycles are inserted. The slave device must assert the ACK signal before
the completion of the internal wait cycles. If the device asserts the ACK signal before the start of the
last internal wait cycle, then the TigerSHARC will insert extra wait cycles until the slave device deasserts the ACK signal. The TigerSHARC will then insert one more internal wait cycle. After which the
host or the device will sample the data bus in the data cycle.
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4.3.3

DMA Controller

The TigerSHARC has an on-board DMA controller that provides 14 zero overhead DMA
channels that can function without processor intervention. The controller operates independently of
the core, enabling DMA transfers to execute whilst the DSP’s core continues to execute program
instructions. The DMA controller is capable of performing both one dimensional and two
dimensional memory transfers. It can perform internal to internal, internal to external and external
to internal memory transfers as well as DMA chaining, whereby the DMA controller can be
configured to initialize another DMA transfer.
The DMA channels 0 to 3 perform transfers between external memory and internal memory.
This design employs DMA channel 0 to perform memory transfers for the audio driver. DMA channel
3 is used to perform block transfers between the FPGA and internal memory and vice versa. The
other DMA channels are not currently used and remain for future expansion.

4.3.4

Interrupt controller

The DSP supports nested and non nested interrupts. Each interrupt is associated with a
register in the interrupt vector table. Each interrupt has an interrupt latch register and an interrupt
mask register. The interrupts can be programmed to be either level or edge sensitive. The DSP has
four external interrupt signals, namely IRQ3-0. This design uses IRQ0 and IRQ1. IRQ0 is employed by
the audio module in the FPGA to initiate the software audio driver to perform DMA block transfers
of the audio between the FPGA and the TigerSHARC and vice versa. Interrupt IRQ1 is triggered by the
FPGA when one of the push buttons is depressed.

4.3.5

EPROM/FLASH Interface

The TigerSHARC can be configured to boot from up to 16MB external 8-bit EPROM or flash
memory. The EPROM or flash memory interface is not mapped in the processors unified memory
space, Instead the TigerSHARC uses DMA channel 0 to access the 8-bit interface using 16 wait cycles.
During this operation the DMA controller packs the bytes into 32-bit instructions. Applications can
also access the EPROM (to program the memory) during normal operation via the DMA.
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Our system uses the ATMEL AT49BV040B (U45) 512KB flash memory to boot from
(illustrated in schematic 21 in Appendix A). The AT49BV040B is housed within a PLCC32 socket and
can therefore be removed from the system. Since the TigerSHARC can support a maximum of 16MB
of flash memory a footprint for AMD SL29GL128P 16MB flash memory chip was included on the PCB.
The SL29GL128P has the same internal configuration as the ATMEL flash, and differs only in its larger
size. If this larger capacity is required in future, the ATMEL flash can be removed from its socket, the
SL29GL128P mounted on the provided footprint and resistor R14 to be inserted so that the BMS chip
select signal will address the 16MB flash device.

4.4 TigerSHARC Configuration

The following sections discuss the hardware configuration of the TigerSHARC DSP including
the clock configuration, reference voltages, identification pins, IO impedance settings, configuration
pins and JTAG interface.

4.4.1

TigerSHARC Clock Domains

The TigerSHARC system clock (SCLK) can operate at frequencies of up to 125MHz. However,
since the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 development board operates with a system clock of
100MHz, the peripheral board was designed to operate synchronously from the same 100MHz
system clock.
To ensure portability from the peripheral board design to the final prototype, the 100MHz
system clock was maintained and the method used to generate the system clock source is described
in section 14.1 on page 103.
The TigerSHARC external system clock input (SCLK) is used by an internal phase locked loop
(PLL) to generate the core clock (CCLK). Our system uses a 600MHz CCLK signal, which is the highest
core clock frequency supported by the TigerSHARC. To achieve this, a PLL multiplication ratio of 6 is
programmed by connecting resistors R128, R129 and R133 to SCKLRAT 2-0 pins (illustrated in
schematic 20 in Appendix A).
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4.4.2

Reference Voltage Filtering

It is necessary to provide a filtered voltage supply to the analog supply pin (VDD_A) of the
internal PLL circuit as well as for the clock reference (SCLK_VREF) and the IO reference (DSP_VREF).
The configurations recommended by the data sheet are used and are illustrated in schematic 19 in
Appendix A.

4.4.3

Processor Identification

The TigerSHARC processor can operate as part of a multiprocessing system; in which it is
necessary to assign an ID to each processor. Since this system implements only one processor, the
processor must be assigned an ID of 0. This is done using resistors R115, R117 and R120 which
configure pins ID[2-0] to the correct ID, as is illustrated in schematic 20 in Appendix A. Since the
desired processor ID is 0, it is not necessary to place the resistors because the internal pull down
resistors will default the configuration to an ID of 0.

4.4.4

IO Driver Impedance Control

The TigerSHARC processor’s IO drivers can operate in A/D driver or normal mode. In A/D
mode, the driver impedance is continuously matched to the line impedance, and in normal mode the
drive strength can be programmed to between 10% and 100% of the maximum, using pins DS[2-0].
Normal mode is the recommended mode, and is the mode in which our system is configured using
resistors R131 and R143 as illustrated in schematic 20 in Appendix A.
The drive strength itself, is set using resistors R132, R135 and R136 (also illustrated in
schematic 20 in Appendix A) to configure pins DS[2-0]. Our system is designed to operate with a
drive strength of 70% (this will be discussed in section 14.2). However, since the internal pull up and
pull down resistors of pins DS[2-0] default to 70%, it is not necessary to place these resistors.
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4.4.5

Link Port Termination

The TigerSHARC has four Link ports which can be used for on-board or off-board interprocessor communication within a multi-processing environment. Since this implementation uses
only a single processor, these unused input pins must be attached to IO 2.5V as specified in the
datasheet. The output pins must be left unconnected. The configuration is illustrated in schematic
18 in Appendix A.

4.4.6

Configurable pins

The BMS, BUSLOCK, BM and TMR0E pins are connected through a dip switch (U37) via
500Ω pull-up resistors to the IO 2.5V supply. This is illustrated in schematic 20 in Appendix A. Table
4-2 illustrates the function of the switch as well as the default configuration of each pin.
Switch
pin
1

Signal

Off (pulled-low)

On (pull-up)

BMS

Boot from EPROM (default)

Boot from host

2

BM

Disable interrupts at boot

3

TMR0E

1-Bit link port

Enable interrupts at boot
(default)
4-bit link port (default)

SYSCON/ SDRCON one time
programmable

Always programmable
(default)

4

BUSLOCK

Table 4-2: Configurable pins connected to switch U37.

4.4.7

Miscellaneous pull-up resistors

The datasheet specifies that it is necessary to pull the HBR, BOFF, DMAR0, DMAR1,
DMAR2, and DMAR3, up to the IO 2.5V supply using 4.7kΩ resistors. This is illustrated in schematic
17 in Appendix A.
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4.4.8

Power Supply Pins and Decoupling.

The TigerSHARC requires a 1.2V supply for the core, 1.6V for the DRAM and 2.5V to for IO.
Schematic 19 in Appendix A illustrates which pins are connected to these supplies. The requirements
and power calculations for these supplies are discussed in section 15.1 on page 113.
The 1.2V supply requires at least 8 1nF, 4 10nF and 5 100nF decoupling capacitors, the 1.6V
supply requires at least 6 1nF, 2 10nF and 4 100nF decoupling capacitors and the 2.5V supply
requires at least 8 1nF, 2 10nF and 4 100nF decoupling capacitors.
All these decoupling capacitors are illustrated in schematic 27 in Appendix A.
The capacitors are placed as close as possible to the TigerSHARC supply pins, with the
following priority: 1.2V, 1.6V, 2.5V and 1nF, 10nf, 100nF.

4.4.9

TigerSHARC JTAG Interface

The TigerSHARC is programmed via a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) interface. Schematic 26
in Appendix A illustrates the JTAG header and resistors which are connected to the processor. The
JTAG header must be placed within 6cm of the processor as specified by the Analog Devices JTAG
Emulation Technical Reference (5). In the event that signal conditioning needs to be performed for
the JTAG interface, then the series zero Ohm resistors that have been include in our design can be
altered to dampen the rising edge of the signals. However, for the developed prototype, this was not
necessary.
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4.5 Thermal Relief

The maximum total power required by the TigerSHARC processor is given by the following
equation:
  

!"

# $%

!"

# &

!"

 '%(" ) * # '$%%(" ) *$%%(" # '&%(" ) *&
Using the maximum currents from the TigerSHARC specification (3) and the known voltages,
we find
  2.95 ) 1.2 # 0.43 ) 1.6 # 0.15 ) 2.50
 4.60

The datasheet states that the TigerSHARC has the following thermal characteristics
12%("  854
56  0.7°9/0 , the junction to case thermal coefficient.
5  17°9/0 , the case to ambient thermal coefficient, with an airflow of 0m/s.
5  10.2°9/0 with an airflow of 1m/s.
5  9°9/0 with an airflow of 2m/s.
The temperature of the case is given by the following equation (6):
12   ) ;5 < 56 = # 1%>&?
Assuming, 1%>&?  254 we find that:
12  4.6 ) 17 < 0.7" # 254
 99.984
Because the case temperature of 99.98°C exceeds the maximum case temperature of 85°C, a
heat-sink is required. The engineer to engineer note EE-182 (6) from Analog Devices recommends
heat-sink solutions from Cool Innovations and from AAVID Thermalloy. However, the Cool
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Innovations heat-sinks do not specify the thermal coefficients with zero air flow. Therefore only the
solutions from AAVID were analysed. The specifications for the most efficient heat sink from AAVID
with part number 374524B60023G (7) is given below:
52  16.5°9/0, the sink to ambient thermal coefficient, with an airflow of 0m/s.
52  5.47°9/0 with an airflow of 1m/s
52  4.5°9/0 with an airflow of 2m/s
The temperature of the case using the heat sink is calculated using the following equation:
12   ) ;52 #52 < 56 = # 1%>&?

(4-1)

Where 52 is the case to sink thermal coefficient which is equal to the thermal coefficient of
the thermal grease, and is typically 0.7 to 0.9 °C/W. The calculations in following paragraphs use
0.9°C/W as the worst-case case to sink temperature coefficient.
The case temperature is calculated using equation (4-1) to be 101.8°C for no air flow and
51.08°C for an air flow of 1m/s and 46.62°C/W for an air flow of 2m/s. It is therefore clear that if a
passive heat sink is used, then a system fan would also be required to introduce a constant airflow
into the enclosure. As an alternative, the ball grid array (BGA) heat sink with an integrated fan
solution from AAVID THERMALLOY was also evaluated. This heat sink and fan combination with part
number 11-5602-51 has a case to ambient temperature coefficient of 3.7°C/W and can dissipate
15W.
Using equation (4-1) the maximum case temperature can be calculated to be
12  4.6 ) 3.7 # 0.9 < 0.7" # 25
 42.94°C
Therefore the heat sink with an integrated fan would easily meet the requirements for this
design. Since this particular device could not be sourced from local suppliers the equivalent heat sink
from Vantek (ICEBERQ CCB-A1C) was used instead.
The fan operates from 12V and draws 50mA. The power is supplied via header (U57) as is
illustrated in schematic 17 in Appendix A. Extra power headers (U56 and U58) are included in the
design, to make provision for a panel mounted fan that could be used to keep the ambient
temperature low inside an enclosure.
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4.6 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the design aspects relating directly to the operation of the Analog
Devices TigerSHARC TS201. The device was configured to interface to the FPGA using the pipeline
protocol for efficient data transfer, the core clock is programmed to operate at its maximum
frequency of 600MHz, and the DMA controller is setup to use channels 0 and 3 for audio transfers
and compact flash communication respectively. A suitable fan-assisted heat sink was determined by
considering the expected operating conditions of the CPU.
The following chapters describe peripherals and system management.
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5 FPGA System
This chapter discusses the implementation of the FPGA which interfaces with the
TigerSHARC and the peripheral components. A general description of the design of the top level
VHDL entities is given in the sections below. However, each individual peripheral module of the
FPGA is discussed separately in the following chapters.

5.1 Altera Cyclone II FPGA

The Altera Cyclone II EP2C5Q208C7 FPGA (8) is used in the system as an interface between
the TigerSHARC DSP and the peripheral devices. Factors that determined this choice of FPGA were
the component size, speed grade, pin count, cost and the availability of the component.
Initially, VHDL code was written to determine the required FPGA size. It was found that the
Altera Cyclone II EP2C5 and the Xilinx Spartan 3E XC3S250E FPGA(9) families met the size and speed
grade required. A minimum of 115 IO pins (excluding those to be used as the logic analyzer
interface) are required to interface with all the peripheral devices. In order to keep the complexity
and cost of the PCB mounting process low, it was desirable to use the largest non ball grid array
(BGA) package available. The plastic quad flat pack 208 pin (PQFP208) package of the Xilinx FPGA
and the Altera FPGA provided 135 and 138 user IO pins respectively. The Altera Cyclone II
EP2C5Q208C7 is priced at R117 while the Xilinx Spartan 3E XC3S250E4PQ208C is priced at R134.
Finally, the Xilinx FPGA was not available in a prototyping quantity at the time. Consequently, the
Altera Cyclone II EP2C5Q208C7 FPGA was chosen for use in our design.

5.2 TigerSHARC to FPGA interface

The TigerSHARC development board uses memory space MS0 to interface with the boards
peripherals in the slow device protocol mode. As a precaution, it was decided to design the interface
between the TigerSHARC and FPGA in such a way to allow either the pipelined protocol or the slow
device protocol to be used. Then if problems were later experienced in using the pipelined protocol,
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the slow device protocol could be used instead. Since memory space MS0 and MS1 can each only
operate either in slow protocol or in pipelined protocol mode, memory space MS1 was used to
interface with the FPGA.
Figure 5-1 illustrates a high level block diagram of the communication interface between the
TigerSHARC, FPGA and the internal FPGA modules. The following section describes the design of the
internal modules of the FPGA.

Figure 5-1: A Bock diagram of the TigerSHARC to FPGA interface.

The following signals are used to communicate to the FPGA.

Input Signals
•

SYSCLK: The 100MHz system clock.

•

RESET The reset signal for the FPGA (active low).

•

MS1: Memory space 1 chip select (active low).

•

RD: Read control signal (active low).
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•

WRL: Write low control signal (active low).

•

ADDRESS [7:0]: An 8-bit address bus for the FPGA internal registers.

Bidirectional Signals
•

DATA_BUS[15 :0]: A 16-bit bidirectional data bus.

Output Signals
•

IRQ[1:0]: Interrupt request to the processor (active low).

•

DMAR[1:0]: DMA request to the processor (active low).

•

ACK: Acknowledge signal.

The interface between the TigerSHARC, the FPGA pipelined module and FPGA internal
modules is synchronous with the system clock. All the internal registers of the FPGA appear as
memory mapped variables to the TigerSHARC. The following paragraphs describe the interface used
to access the FPGA’s internal registers via the pipelined protocol.
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Figure 5-2: The TigerSHARC to FPGA pipelined protocol interface module.

The FPGA pipelined protocol interface module synchronizes communication between the
TigerSHARC and the FPGA’s internal modules and is illustrated in Figure 5-2. The FPGA pipelined
protocol interface module is also responsible for generation of the chip enable (CE) of all the internal
FPGA modules. As is illustrated in the top right of Figure 5-2, the bits 7:5 of the address bus are used
to generate the CE signals, and the address bus bits 4:0 are passed to the FPGA’s internal modules to
address the internal registers.
The synchronization between the FPGA’s internal modules and the TigerSHARC is illustrated
by the signal flow diagram in Figure 5-2 which is evaluated at every rising edge of the system clock.
The single-bit registers OE1 and OE0 are used to synchronize the output of the internal modules with
the correct time slot require by the pipeline protocol. The operation of the interface is described
below for read and writes cycles.
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Write Cycle
As is illustrated in Figure 4-5 on page 21, the address, chip select and write control is set up
in the first clock cycle (address cycle) of the pipelined protocol and the data bus is driven in the next
clock cycle (data cycle). The flow diagram illustrates that, once the address cycle is detected, then
the CE is decoded, WE is asserted and the address is loaded into register A0. These signals are all
valid for the next clock cycle, and upon the following rising edge the FPGA’s internal module, the
data bus value will be stored into the correct register, as is illustrated in the timing diagram in Figure
5-4 on page 37.

Read Cycle
As is illustrated in Figure 4-4 on page 20, the address, chip select and read control signal is
set up in the first clock cycle (address cycle) and the data bus is sampled by the TigerSHARC 4 cycles
later (data cycle). The reason for a clock latency of 4 is described below, with respect to the flow
diagram in Figure 5-2 on page 34 and the read cycle timing diagram of the internal FPGA modules
illustrated in Figure 5-4 on page 37.
The flow diagram illustrates that the address bus is sampled at the rising edge of the clock
following the assertion of the chip select, read control signal and address. The address is loaded into
register A0, the CE is decoded, and OE is asserted. These signals are all valid for the next clock cycle,
and upon the following rising edge of the clock the FPGA’s internal module will sample the OE and
Address_in signals. Since each of the internal module’s Data_out signal is synchronized with the
system clock, the output will only be valid in the following clock cycle, as is illustrated in Figure 5-4.
The Data_out signal is then sampled at the next rising edge of the clock by the pipelined interface
module and output on the data bus for the following clock cycle.
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5.3 FPGA Internal module design

Figure 5-3: The general design of the top level entities of the FPGA modules.

Figure 5-3 illustrates the general design used for each top level entity of the FPGA modules.
Each module in our design contains memory mapped configuration registers, status registers, data
registers and first-in first-out buffers (FIFO). A description of the registers and the FIFOs are given in
the paragraphs below. Where applicable, the modules also contain parallel processes such as state
machines, shift registers, counters and lower hierarchy entities. The processes control internal and
external signals which are used to interface the module to an external device.
Each module is accessed by the CPU as 16-bit memory mapped registers. Each module has
the following signals:
Input signals:
•

SYSCLK: The 100MHz system clock.

•

MODULE_CLK: The 100MHz, 20MHz or 200MHz module clock.
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•

CE: The chip enable (active high).

•

OE: The output enable (active high).

•

WE: The write enable (active high).

•

ADDRESS[4:0]: An address bus to address the modules’ internal registers

•

DATA_IN[15 :0]: 16-bit input data bus.

•

External device input signals.

Output signals:
•

DATA_OUT[15 :0]: 16-bit output data bus.

•

Interrupt request and DMA controls signals to the processor.

•

External device output signals.

The following paragraphs give a description of the basic building blocks of the module
illustrated in Figure 5-3.
Registers
Each module design contains configuration, status and data registers. These registers are
designed as 16-bit memory addressable registers. The configuration and data registers are read and
write enabled whilst the status registers are read-only registers.
Figure 5-4 illustrates the read and write access to the internal FPGA registers. During a write
cycle the address, CE and WE are asserted and at the next rising edge of the clock the data is written
into the register DATA_REG. During a read cycle the address, CE and OE signals are asserted. At the
next rising edge the registers DATA_REG’s stored data is output on the DATA_OUT bus.

Figure 5-4: Read and write access to internal FPGA registers.
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First-In First-Out Buffers
First-in first-out buffers (FIFO) are used in this design to synchronize the system-side and the
device-side of the design. The FIFO supplies certain status and flag variables, namely the number of
words of data stored in the FIFO and buffer full and buffer empty flags. A threshold flag is also
generated by comparing the number of words in the FIFO with a threshold that can be stored into a
configuration register. The flags are stored in status registers. The number of words used and the
flags are available to the user as read-only memory mapped status registers.

Clocks
The system-side of each module is synchronous to the system clock (SYSCLK), which
operates at 100MHz. The device-side of each module operates in synchrony to the module clock
(MODULE_CLK). Depending on the module’s timing requirements, a module clock of 100MHz,
200MHz or 20MHz is used. These clocks are generated by the internal PLL of the FPGA.
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5.4 FPGA Control Register

The FPGA contains a control register module with one memory mapped register that is used
to reset the FPGA. This register is listed in Table 5-1.
Address
38000040

Write
/Read
W/R

Register

Description

Control_reg

Control register

Table 5-1: FPGA Control Registers

The control register is used in the following way:

Bit 0:

If asserted to ‘0’, all the registers, FIFOs and state machines in the FPGA will be
reset. Upon power up this bit is set to 0. The output of this bit is logically ANDed
with the external RESET signal. Therefore the FPGA will remain in reset after the
external reset has been de-asserted. It is necessary to write to logical ‘1’ to this bit to
bring the FPGA out of reset.

Bits 15-1:

unused.

5.5 FPGA Logic Analyzer Interface

The extra IO pins that are available on the FPGA are used to interface with a Tektronix Logic
Analyzer. In total 23 IO signals can be connected to the logic analyzer using headers U30 and U31.
Series source resistor networks are used as termination resistors on these IO pins. The resistor
networks are illustrated in schematic 9 in Appendix A. The Altera Quartus II Logic Analyzer Interface
Editor is used to multiplex multiple banks of internal registers to the logic analyzer IO pins. It is
necessary to setup the interface before the VHDL code is synthesized. Once, the code is compiled
and downloaded into the FPGA, the Logic Analyzer Interface Editor uses JTAG to determine which
banks are multiplexed to the logic analyzer.
For future expansion, zero ohm resistors are included in series with the headers U30 and
U31. This would allow LED’s to be connected to the headers. The zero ohm resistors are illustrated in
schematic 9 in Appendix A.
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5.6 FPGA configuration

The Cyclone II FPGA devices use SRAM cells to store configuration data. Since SRAM memory
is volatile, the configuration data must be downloaded to the FPGA each time the device powers up.
The FPGA can be configured by active serial (AS), passive serial (PS) or directly by JTAG (Joint
Test Access Group). When using JTAG, the device needs to be programmed each time at power on
(this method is good for debugging purposes). PS configuration allows the FGPA to be configured by
an external host such as a microprocessor or the Altera MAX II CPLD. The AS configuration scheme
allows the Cyclone II FPGA to be configured using low cost serial configuration devices. This method
uses the smallest number of component pins to program the FPGA. The Altera EPCS1 (U12) serial
configuration device is used to configure the Cyclone II EP2C5PQ208 FPGA (U41).
JTAG indirect configuration was used to program the EPCS1 serial configuration device. This
method requires the fewest additional components and the smallest number of connections to the
FPGA. The serial configuration device connections, the JTAG connections and the required FPGA
configuration resistors are illustrated in schematic 8 in Appendix A.
JTAG indirect configuration is performed as follows. First the synthesized FPGA programming
file is loaded into the Altera Quartus programming file converter to generate a JTAG indirect
programming file. Compression needs to be enabled when generating the serial configuration device
configuration file in order to fit the configuration file into the EPCS1 configuration device. The JTAG
programmer utility is then configured to perform the JTAG indirect programming.

Once

programming is initiated, the FPGA is programmed with a serial flash programming utility. The FPGA
programmer then inherently uses this utility to program the serial configuration device. Once
complete, the FPGA power needs to be reset. Thereafter the FPGA is configured upon power up
using the configuration that is now stored in the EPCS1 serial configuration device.

This

configuration takes approximately 61.2ms and it is therefore necessary to keep the system in reset
or to prevent it from communicating with the FPGA until the configuration is complete.
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5.7 FPGA Power Requirements

The FPGA requires a 1.2V supply for the core and 3.3V for the IO. The requirements and
power calculations for these supplies are discussed in section 15.1 on page 113 . Schematic 10 in
Appendix A illustrates which pins are connected to these supplies. The decoupling capacitors which
are placed as close as possible to the FPGA power supply pins are also illustrated in this schematic.

5.8 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the use of the Altera Cyclone II FPGA as the interface to the
peripheral components in our design. The interface that allows communication between the FPGA
and the TigerSHARC using the pipelined protocol was described here in detail, as was the internal
FPGA module design, the logic analyzer interface and the FPGA control register module.
The following chapters discuss the peripheral components of the system and the FPGA’s
internal modules that interface with each.
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6 Audio System
This chapter describes the design of the audio system. Initially an overview of the audio
system is given, thereafter the implementation of each component and the FPGA modules that
interface with these components is described.

6.1 Overview

The audio system requirements include stereo ADC and DAC audio channels, as well as
microphone pre-amplification. After considering a number of ADC and DAC device options, the
decision was made to implement 1 stereo line level output channel, 1 stereo line level input channel
and to implement two microphone channels.
The Analog Devices ADI1836A codec and Texas Instruments PGA2500 digitally controlled
differential analog microphone pre-amplifier were chosen to perform these tasks. A high level block
diagram of the audio system is illustrated in Figure 6-1, and design and implementation of this
system is discussed in the following sections.

Figure 6-1: A high level block diagram of the audio system.
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6.2 Analog Devices ADI1836A Codec

The ADI1836A (U40) is a high performance single chip codec that provides 6 DACs
(configured as 3 stereo pairs) and 4 ADC (configured as two stereo pairs). The ADI1836A (illustrated
in schematic 14 in Appendix A) uses a multi-bit sigma-delta architecture. It supports 16 and 24 bit
sampling resolutions at sampling frequencies of 48 and 96 KHz. The ADC’s include an on-board
digital decimation filter with 120 dB stop-band attenuation and linear phase response, operating at
an over-sampling ratio of 128 (for 48 kHz operation) or 64 (for 96 kHz operation).

Design Considerations
ADC Side
The primary ADC pair operates in differential input mode, while the second ADC pair can
operate in either differential or in single ended mode. The best performance in terms of signal to
noise ratio is achieved when the ADCs operate in differential mode. If the ADC is operated in
differential mode, then the external differential amplifier must be isolated from glitches caused by
the ADC’s internal switching capacitors by placing a single pole anti-aliasing filter (consisting of a
series connected 100 ohm resistor (R57, R58, R84 and R85) and a 1 nF capacitor (C14, C15, C80 and
C92)) placed between each input and ground (these resistors and capacitors are illustrated at the
output of the PGAs in schematic 3 and 12 in Appendix A. If the ADC is configured in single ended
mode, it is not necessary to include the resistor because the internal programmable gain amplifier
(PGA), which is only used for singled ended configurations, is internally connected to the ADC
through a series 100Ω resistor. Only the capacitors (C94, C105, C106 and C129) are needed, as they
are connected directly to these internal 100 Ω resistors.

It was decided to implement the primary ADC channel in differential mode and the
secondary channel in single ended mode. This configuration allows the microphone programmable
amplifiers to be connected directly to the ADC1L and ADC1R channel since they provide a differential
output signal. The microphone PGAs are discussed in section 6.3. This configuration also allows an
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audio line-in channel to be connected directly to the ADC2L and ADC2R channel in single ended
mode.
DAC Side
The DAC channels provide the codec with six fully differential analog outputs for improved
noise and distortion performance. Each of the differential output pins have a DC offset of 2.25V and
a peak-peak swing of +-1.4V for a 0dB signal. The datasheet recommends a single opamp third order
low pass filter to remove high frequency noise on the output pins. The filter used is discussed in
section 6.2.2. Our application requires only one stereo output channel and therefore only one of the
stereo output channels is used.

Clock Signals
The codec can operate at a master clock frequency of 256, 512 or 768 times the sample rate.
When operating at a 48 KHz sample rate and using a clock multiplier of 256, the required input
frequency is 12.288MHz. The C-MAC CFPS-73B 12.288MHz crystal oscillator (U22) was chosen to
drive the master clock and is illustrated in schematic 14 in Appendix A.

Serial Interface
The codec transfers the audio samples to the CPU via a serial port, which supports right or
left justified, I2S and 128 or 256 bit packed DSP serial port modes. The default mode used by the
codec is the I2S mode and this was used to transfer the audio samples from the codec to the FPGA
and vice versa. The I2S interface is discussed in section 6.2.1 on page 46.

Codec Configuration
The codec’s internal control registers are programmed separately using the SPI protocol. The
following section discusses the codec’s configuration registers. The SPI protocol is also used for intercomponent communication to the microphone programmable gain amplifiers and is therefore
discussed in section 6.5 on page 57.
The codec uses a 16bit SPI word format which is illustrated in Table 6-1.
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Bits 15 14 13 12 11
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
4 bit address
RD/WR
10 bit data field
Table 6-1: Codec's 16-bit SPI word format

•

Bits 15 to 12 are used as 4 bit address.

•

Bit 11 determines a read or write command. i.e. 1=read, 0=write.

•

Bit 10 is reserved.

•

Bit 9 to 0 serves as a 10 bit data field.

Extracts of the datasheet describing the configuration registers of the CODEC, are illustrated
in Appendix D on pages 207,208 and 209.The codec is configured once initially during operation.
The DAC side is configured to operate in the following mode:
•

Sampling frequency :48KHz

•

Sampling resolution :16bit

•

Serial mode: I2S

•

DAC1L and DAC1R channels are configured on and DAC(3:2)L and DAC(3:2)R are
muted.

•

The DAC1L and DAC1R volume registers are set to zero attenuation.

The ADC side is configured to operate in the following mode:

•

Sampling frequency :48KHz

•

Sampling resolution: 16bit

•

Serial mode: I2S

•

ADC1 is configured in differential mode and ADC2 is configured in single ended
mode.

•

ADC1 and ADC2 gain is set to 0dB gain.

•

The filter is set is set to high pass mode.
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6.2.1

I2S interface

The I2S interface is a 3 wire interface and the format of the protocol is illustrated in Figure 6-2 .

Figure 6-2: The I2S protocol.

The I2S interface consists of a bit clock (BCLK), a left-right channel clock (LRCLK) and the
serial audio data (SDATA). The BLCLK clock operates at 64 times the sampling frequency and the
LRCLK clock operates at the sampling frequency. As is illustrated in Figure 6-2, the audio sample bits
are delayed by one cycle after the edge of the LRCLK. Figure 6-2 also illustrates that the most
significant bit (MSB) of the audio sample is transmitted first. The size of the data transmitted is
dependent on the configuration of the codec i.e. 16 or 24 bit.

6.2.2

Line out

The codec

DAC1L and DAC1R channels are differential output signals. The datasheet

recomends the the use of a 3rd order single opamp filter circuit (illustrated in Figure 6-3) to remove
high frequency noise on the output pins and to convert the differential single to a single ended
output. The same circuit used in the evalutation board is therefore employed in our design for the
DAC1L and DAC1R channels. The Texas Instruments LMV722 dual opamp (U32) is used and the
circuit which includes both channels is depicted in schematic 4 in Appendix A. The output of the filter
is connected to a stereo RCA connector (U6).
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Figure 6-3: 3rd order single opamp low pass filter circuit.

An analysis of the filter was performed using the Texas Instruments TINA Spice simulation
software and the frequency response is illustrated in Figure 6-4. As Figure 6-4 illustrates, the filter
has -3dB frequency of 115 kHz. The cut-off frequency is high to ensure that the filter has a unity gain
in the audio pass band (0-22.1kHz).
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Figure 6-4: The frequency response of the DAC output LPF.
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6.2.3

Codec reference voltage

The codec supplies a reference voltage (Vref), which is used to bias the external opamps and
differential amplifiers to the same common mode voltage as used by the codec. Since, the maximum
current that can be supplied by this output pin is 50uA, it is necessary to buffer Vref with an opamp
(U33). This circuit is illustrated in schematic 14 in Appendix A.

6.2.4

Codec Power supply

The AD18836A is designed to operate from a 5V supply. To improve performance, separate
analog and digital 5V power supplies have been employed. The Codec also provides a separate
power supply connection for the digital output drivers that can be fed from a 3.3V or 5V source.
Because the FPGA IO drivers operate at 3.3V, the digital output driver supply has been connected to
a 3.3V source.
To further improve performance, separate analog and digital power and ground planes are
used in this design. The analog and digital ground planes are connected together using a zero ohm
resistor (R86) in schematic 14 in Appendix A. The PCB layout of the analog power and ground planes
are illustrated in Appendix B.
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6.3 Microphone Channels

The Texas instruments PGA2500 digitally controlled differential analog microphone preamplifier was chosen for this design. The PGA2500 is a differential input and differential output
microphone preamplifier with low noise and a wide dynamic range. The programmable gain
amplifier can be programmed to unity gain or 10dB-65dB gain in steps of 1dB. The amplifier also has
four programmable general purpose CMOS outputs. The gains settings and internal functions are
programmable using an SPI port.
Two PGA2500 microphone amplifiers are used in this design. One PGA (U10) is connected to
the differential input of the ADC1L channel and the other PGA (U43) is connected to the differential
input of the ADC1R channel. Both PGAs use the same bias circuitry and therefore only U10
(illustrated in schematic 3 in Appendix A) is discussed here. The schematic for U43 is illustrated in
schematic 12 in Appendix A.
The same circuit which is recommended in the datasheet (10) is employed in our design. An
XLR microphone connector (U36) is used to connect the microphone to the system. The differential
output of the XLR input is connected to DC blockings capacitors (CT21 and CT22), current limiting
resistors (R62 and R61), short circuit protection diodes (D5, D6, D7 and D9) and then the differential
input of the PGA. The diodes used are the MBRA120TLT3 diodes from ON semiconductor, which are
the same diodes as recommended in the datasheet (10).
The DIP switch (U28) is connected to pins 7, 8 and 9 of the PGA via pull-up resistors R54, R56
and R53. The functions of each pin of the switch are shown in Table 6-2.
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Switch pin PGA
Off (pulled-low)
On (pull-up)
Pin
1
8
Gain is set using SPI
Sets the gain to unity gain
2
9
Zero crossing detector disable Zero crossing detector enable
3
7
DC servo enable
DC servo disable
4
C9
Table 6-2: PGA Configurable pins connected to switch U28

The internal DC servo minimizes the DC offset present at the output. The zero crossing
detector pin forces the PGA to apply gain changes on zero crossings of the input signal. Our system
operates in the default configuration with both the DC servo and zero crossings detector enabled.
The general purpose output pin 1 (GPO1) is connected to the green LED3 with a 475Ω series
resistor. The LED is used by the system to indicate that the PGA is on. The over voltage output
register pin (OVR) is connected to the red LED4 with a 475Ω series resistor. The LED is used by the
system to indicate that the input signal is clipping.

6.3.1

PGA SPI Interface

The Texas Instruments PGA2500 internal configuration register is programmed using the SPI
protocol. The following section discusses the PGA2500’s configuration register. The SPI protocol is
also used for communication between other components and is therefore discussed in section 6.5
on page 57.
The PGA2500 uses a 16bit SPI word that is illustrated in Table 6-3:
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Bits

15
14
13
12
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
DC Servo CM Servo
Overload
G[5:0]
0
GPO [4:1]
0 0
Enable=0 Enable=1
Indicator
Table 6-3: PGA2500 16-bit SPI word format

Bit 15:
Bit 14:
Bit 13:
Bit 12:
Bit 11-8:
Bit 7:
Bit 6:
Bit 5-0:

DC servo enable (Active low). See explanation in the previous section.
CM servo enable (Active high). This servo ensures that differential input and
output signals have the same common mode voltage.
Unused, always ‘0’
Overload Indicator Bit ( 0=5.1Vrms, 1=4Vrms).
GPO 4-1. General purpose outputs (active high).
Unused, always ‘0’.
Unused, always ‘0’.
G[5:0] amplifier gain. N=G[5:0] dB
For N=0
Gain= 0dB
For N=1:56
Gain(dB)=9+N
For N=57:63
Gain(dB)=65

The PGA2500 supports daisy chaining of the SPI protocol. Figure 6-5 illustrates that the FPGA
SDO is connected to PGA0 SDI, PGA0 SDO is connected PGA1 SDI and PGA1 SDO is connected to
FPGA SDI.To program the two PGA2500s in this design a 32-bit word is transferred via the SPI
protocol. The upper 16-bits are loaded into PGA1 and the lower 16-bits are loaded into PGA0. It is
possible to read the previous configuration of the PGAs since this is output over the SPI protocol
when the PGAs are programmed.

Figure 6-5: Daisy chain arrangement of the PGAs.
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6.4 FPGA Audio Module

Figure 6-6 illustrates the design of the FPGA audio module which is used to interface the
TigerSHARC processor to the audio codec. The design and operation of this module is discussed in
the following sections.

Figure 6-6: The FPGA audio module.

Multi Channel Audio Input
One 64-bit shift register per ADC stereo pair is used to receive the serial audio data for each
channel from the codec according to the I2S format (discussed in section 6.2.1 on page 46). The
serial data (ASDATA0 and ASDATA1) is shifted into the shift registers at each rising edge of the ABCLK
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clock signal. The ABCLK signal operates at 64 times the sampling frequency (Fs) and is generated by
the codec. The 16-bit left and right channel data is then loaded into registers (L1_in, R1_in, L0_in
and R0_in) at the rising edge of ALRCLK. The ALRCLK signal operates at Fs and is also generated by
the codec. At the next rising edge of ALRCLK, L1_in, R1_in, L0_in and R0_in are loaded into a 512x64bit FIFO. The output side of the FIFO operates from the system clock (SCLK). The 64-bit output of
the FIFO appears as 4 addressable 16-bit registers as described in Table 6-4. The use of the FIFO
allows the audio input to be transferred in blocks to the internal memory of the TigerSHARC DSP.
The FIFO supplies certain status and flag variables, namely the number of words of data
stored in the FIFO, a buffer full flag and a buffer empty flag. A threshold flag is also generated, by
comparing the number of words in the FIFO with a threshold that can be programmed into
config_reg0. The flags are stored in status_reg1 and the number of words used as well as
status_reg1 are available to the user as read only addressable registers.

Multi Channel Audio Output
The 16-bit left and right channel output data is written into registers L0_out and R1_out and
is then loaded into a 512x32bit FIFO. The output side of the FIFO operates at DLRCLK which is an
internal copy of the ALRCLK. At the rising edge of the DLRCLK, the 16-bit left and right channel data is
loaded from the FIFO into the 64-bit shift register. The serial audio data (DSDATA0) is then
transmitted to the codec at the rising edge of the DBCLK, which is an internal copy of the ABCLK.
The use of the FIFO allows the audio output to be transferred to the FPGA in blocks from the
internal memory of the TigerSHARC DSP.
The output FIFO supplies certain status and flag variables, namely the number of words of
data stored in the FIFO, a buffer full and a buffer empty flag. A threshold flag is also generated by
comparing the number of words in the FIFO with a threshold that can be programmed into
config_reg1. The flags are stored in status_reg1 and the number of words used, as well as
status_reg1 are available to the user as read only addressable registers.
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Audio Interrupt Request
The audio module can be configured to generate an interrupt request signal. This signal can
be used by the CPU to initiate the transfer of a block of audio data between TigerSHARC memory
and the audio module FIFOs. The interrupt request (IRQ) generator can be configured to monitor the
input or the output FIFO threshold flag. If the configured flag is asserted, then the IRQ signal is
asserted and remains asserted until the threshold flag is de-asserted.

Audio Module Registers
Table 6-4 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the FPGA Audio module. The
first column indicates the address of the register, the second column indicates whether register is
writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third column is the register’s VHDL name and the
fourth column is a brief description. If necessary a detailed description of the register is given below
the table.
Address
3800000
3800002
3800004
3800006
3800008
380000A
380000C
3800010
3800012

Write
/Read
W
R
W
R
W
W
W/R
W/R
R
R
R

Register

Description

Left_out
Right0_in
Right_out
Left0_in
Right1_in
Left1_in
Config_reg0
Config_reg1
Status_reg1
IFIFO_usedw
OFIFO_usedw

Left DAC channel data
Right 0 ADC channel data
Right DAC channel data
Left0 ADC channel data
Right1 ADC channel data
Left1 ADC channel data
Configuration register 0
Configuration register 1
Status register 1
Number of Input FIFO words used (max=512)
Number of Output FIFO words used (max 512)

Table 6-4: Audio module memory addressable registers.

Configuration register 0:
Bit 0: IRQ enable:

If bit 0 is set to ‘1’ , this will enable the audio module’s interrupt generator.
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Bits2-1: Output-FIFO read mask:

“01”: The right output channel audio data must first be written to the right_out
register. When the left audio data is written to the left_out register, the output FIFO
write enable is asserted. The left_out and right_out register will then be loaded into
the output FIFO.

“10”: The left output channel audio data must first be written to the left_out
register. When the right audio data is written to the right_out register, the output
FIFO write enable is asserted. The left_out and right_out register will then be loaded
into the output FIFO.

Bits 6-3: Input-FIFO read mask:

“0001”: The current input audio data, except input channel right 0 must be read
first. When the right 0 audio data is read, the input FIFO read enable is asserted. The
FIFO will then output the next set of audio samples.

“0010”: The current input audio data, except input channel left 0 must be read first.
When the left 0 audio data is read, the input FIFO read enable is asserted. The FIFO
will then output the next set of audio samples.

“0100”: The current input audio data, except input channel right 1 must be read
first. When the right 1 audio data is read, the input FIFO read enable is asserted. The
FIFO will then output the next set of audio samples.

“1000”: The current input audio data, except input channel left 1 must be read first.
When the left 1 audio data is read, the input FIFO read enable is asserted. The FIFO
will then output the next set of audio samples.
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Bits 15-7:

Input FIFO threshold.

0<integer<512

If the number of words in the FIFO is equal or greater than this number then
the threshold flag is asserted.

Configuration register 1:

Bits 0-2:

Unused

Bit 3:

Audio module enable. Setting this bit to ‘1’ will enable the audio module.

Bits 6-4:

Unused

Bits 15-7:

Output FIFO threshold 0<integer<512
If the number of words in the FIFO is less than this number then the
threshold flag is asserted.

Status register 1:

Bit 0:

Output FIFO buffer empty flag. ‘1’=empty

Bit 1:

Output FIFO buffer full flag synchronized with the write clock.

Bit 2:

Input FIFO buffer empty flag.

‘1’=empty

Bit 3:

Input FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=full

Bit 4:

Unused.

Bit 6:

Input FIFO buffer threshold flag. When high, the number of stored words is

‘1’=full

greater or equal to the receiver threshold.
Bit 6:

Output FIFO buffer threshold flag. When high, the number of stored words is
less than the receiver threshold.

Bits 15-7:

Unused.
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6.5 Serial Peripheral Interface

The Serial peripheral interface (SPI) is a 4 wire serial interface. The interface consists of a
chip select signal (CS), a serial clock signal (SCLK), a serial data out signal (SDO) and a serial data in
signal (SDI). Various implementations of the protocol exist because different manufacturers use
different data word sizes and may choose to receive and transmit data on the rising edge or on the
falling edge of the serial clock. The components used in this project are designed to operate as slave
devices while the host operates as the master. Each of the components receives data on the rising
edge and transmits data on the falling edge of SCLK. A timing diagram of the SPI protocol is
illustrated in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6-7: A timing diagram of the SPI protocol.

The SPI interface is used to write to and read from the configuration registers of the two
programmable microphone amplifiers and the audio codec. A high level block diagram of this system
is illustrated in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-8: A high level block diagram of the SPI system.
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As is illustrated in Figure 6-8, the SPI system requires a level translator as the PGA operates
at 5V and the audio codec and FPGA operate a 3.3V. The MAX3002E bidirectional level translator is
used to perform this function. Since it is used in multiple instances, the MAX3002E is described in
chapter 11.

6.6 The FPGA SPI module

A high level block diagram of the SPI top level VHDL module is illustrated in Figure 6-9. The
module contains memory addressable registers and a lower hierarchy module called SPI Interface.
The module was initially written with a 32-bit system interface, however it was found that there
were too few pins available on the FPGA to accommodate a 32-bit interface, and hence a 16-bit
interface was used instead. This was accomplished by allowing the lower and upper 16-bits of each
register to be accessed separately. The accomplished module itself however operates as a 32-bit
system.
A high level block diagram of the SPI interface module is illustrated in Figure 6-10 and a
description of the registers is given in Table 6-5. The core of the SPI interface consists of a 128-bit
shift register and a state machine. As is illustrated in Figure 6-10, the internal state machine controls
the operation of the shift register, internal signals and output signals.
The operation of the module is described after the description of the registers.
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Figure 6-9: A high level block diagram of the SPI top level VHDL module.
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Figure 6-10: A high level block diagram of the lower hierarchy SPI interface module.

Address
38000020
38000022
38000024
38000026
38000028
3800002A
3800002C
3800002E
38000030
38000032
38000034

Write
/Read
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R

Register

Description

Data_reg0[15-0]
Data_reg0[31-16]
Data_reg1[15-0]
Data_reg1[31-16]
Data_reg2[15-0]
Data_reg2[31-16]
Data_reg3[15-0]
Data_reg3[31-16]
Config_reg0[15:0]
Config_reg0[31:16]
Config_reg2[15:0]

Data register 0 lower 16-bits
Data register 0 higher 16-bits
Data register 1 lower 16-bits
Data register 1 higher 16-bits
Data register 2 lower 16-bits
Data register 2 higher 16-bits
Data register 3 lower 16-bits
Data register 3 higher 16-bits
Configuration register 0 lower 16-bits
Configuration register 0 higher 16-bits
Configuration register 2

Table 6-5: SPI module memory addressable registers.

Table 6-5 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the SPI top level VHDL module. The
first column indicates the address of the register, the second column indicates whether register is
writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third column is the register’s VHDL name and the
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fourth column is a brief description o the register. A detailed description of the registers is given
below:
Configuration register 0:

Bits 6-0:
Bit 7:

Bits 16-8:
Bit 17:
Bit 18:
Bits 26-19:
Bits 31 -27:

Reserved
Busy-or-go flag. If asserted to ‘1’, the SPI will transmit and received the
payload. The busy flag will remain asserted to ‘1’ until the operation is
complete. Once the busy flag is deasserted to ‘0’, then the received data will
appear in the data registers[3:0].
Reserved
Clock enable: A logical ‘1’enables the SPI serial clock is enabled
Reserved
Number of bits to be transmitted. (Maximum=128).
SPI SCLK clock counter (count)

Configuration register 2:
Bits 7-0:

SPI_CS(7:0)

SPI Initialization
Upon reset, all bits in configuration register 0 are set to zero and all bits configuration
register 2 are asserted to ones. The SPI internal clock is therefore disabled and the CS registers are
all set to ‘1’. The internal state machine is also reset into its idle state.
It is necessary to program the SPI clock (set in bits 31-27 of configuration register 0)
according to the following equation:
DEFGH 

IJ
QRS
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Once the clock has been programmed it may be enabled by asserting bit 17 in configuration
register 0.
SPI Operation
The SPI module is designed to transmit and receive a maximum of 128-bits of data. The user
must first poll the busy flag to determine whether the SPI module is busy. If the module is busy then
the user must wait until this is no longer the case. The transmission payload can be loaded into data
registers 3 to 0 (the transmission occurs from the most significant bit (MSB) in data register 3 to the
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least significant bit (LSB) in data register 0). The user may then program the CS signals in
configuration register 2 and the number of bits which must be transmitted in configuration register
0.
The user must then assert the busy-or-go flag to ‘1’. The internal state machine, which
operates at twice the SCLK frequency, then proceeds from its idle state to the load state, where the
data is loaded into the shift register. The state machine then transits to the delay0 state, where the
programmed CS is asserted and a delay of one SCLK cycle is inserted. The SDO and SCLK signals
remain ‘0’ whilst in this delay. The state machine then transits to the TX_RX state. In this state the
data is transmitted serially via SDO and received via SDI while the SCLK signal output. A counter
controls the number of bits that are received and transmitted according to bits 26-19 of
configuration register 0. Once the correct number of bits have been transmitted and received, the
state machine transits to the delay1 state where the CS select remains asserted and the SCLK and
SDO are set to ‘0’. The state machine then transits to the store state, where the CS is de-asserted
and the received data is placed into data registers 3-0 (receive occurs from the LSB in data register 0
to the MSB in data register 3). Once the received data has been stored, the busy-or-go flag is deasserted. The SPI module can then be loaded with the next payload.

6.7 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the multi-channel audio system. This audio system
incorporated the Analog Devices ADI1836A codec and the Texas Instruments PGA2500 digitally
controlled differential analog microphone pre-amplifiers, to give the TigerSHARC access to a stereo
line-in audio channel, a stereo line-out audio channel and two microphone channels with up to 65dB
gain each. The FPGA audio module is efficiently used to transfer all of the channels audio data in
DMA block transfers and therefore minimizes the processing time required to transfer the slow IO of
the audio. Finally, an FPGA SPI module is used to program the gain of the microphone pre-amplifiers
and the configuration registers of the codec.
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7 Storage System
This chapter discusses the implementation of the Compact Flash storage card as the
secondary storage medium and describes the design of the FPGA Compact Flash interface module in
the following subsections.

7.1 Compact Flash Storage Medium

Communication to or from the Compact Flash storage card is performed using the task file
registers that are integrated into the card. These registers provide all the necessary control and
status information related to this storage medium.
The Compact Flash specification 4.0 (11) specifies three modes which can be used to
interface with all Compact Flash cards:
1. PC CARD ATA using memory mode.
2. PC CARD ATA using I/O mode.
3. True IDE mode.
In memory mode, the Compact Flash registers are accessed via memory references. The
registers are accessed asynchronously in a 2KB memory space. The internal 512-byte data FIFO’s
contents are individually addressable within in this memory space. To operate in this mode an
asynchronous interface would need to be designed that conforms to the timing mode specifications
of the Compact Flash card.
In I/O mode the standard PC-AT disk I/O memory spaces 1F0H-1F7H, 3F6-3F7h (primary) or
170H-177H, 376-377h (secondary) are used to access the registers. In this mode access is performed
through interrupt requests and optional DMA transfers. The internal 512-byte data FIFO’s individual
contents are not addressable in this mode. To operate in this mode an interface would need to be
designed that conforms to the DMA and Interrupt controller specifications.
The IDE Mode allows a computer to access the Compact Flash as an IDE hard drive. In this
mode access is performed through interrupt requests and DMA transfers. The internal 512-byte data
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FIFO’s individual contents are not addressable in this mode. To operate in this mode an interface
would need to be designed that conforms to the DMA and interrupt controller specifications.
It was decided to implement the Compact Flash card interface face in memory mode
because this is the only mode where internal contents of the Compact Flash Card’s data FIFO can be
addressed separately in the 2K memory space. This would allow the host to manipulate the data
within the Compact Flash instead of transferring the entire contents of the FIFO to the host,
manipulate the data and transfer the data back to the Compact Flash.
Memory mode requires the following connections to interface with the card.
Input signals:
Address Bus [10:0]: The address bus addresses the internal registers.
REG:

High, accesses common memory, while low accesses configuration memory. These
memory areas are described in the test below.

CE1

Low indicates an access to an even byte.

CE2

Low indicates an access to an odd byte.

OE

Output enable (active low).

WE

Write enable (active low).

RESET If high then the card will be reset.

Bidirectional signals:
Data Bus [15:0]
Power Connections:
VCC: This can be connected to a 3.3V or 5V supply. In this design VCC is connected to a 3.3V
as this is the IO voltage used by the FPGA.

Output Signals:
CD1, CD2 :

These signals are grounded internally and can be used by the host to
determine whether a card is connected.

WAIT:

This signal is driven low by the card to delay completion of the current IO
cycle.

READY:

If high, the card is ready to accept a new data transfer operation.
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The Compact Flash host interface and connections are illustrated in schematic 5 in Appendix
A. The required pull-up resistors for the unused pins as well as the decoupling capacitors are also
illustrated.

A TwinMOS Ultra-X 512MB 140X Compact Flash card was chosen for this design. This card is
able to operate with the fastest 80ns read and write cycles. The 3M 7E50 horizontal Compact Flash
card connector is used to connect the card to the hardware.
Access to a Compact Flash card can be performed in 8-bit or 16-bit mode using CE1 and
CE2. Our design accesses the Compact Flash card in 16-bit mode to improve data throughput.
Therefore CE1 and CE2 are connected together and are considered one signal CE.
The Compact Flash card contains two areas of memory, namely the configuration memory
and the common memory.
The configuration memory contains several configuration registers, which are listed in
Appendix D on page 210. The registers can be accessed using 300ns read cycles and 250ns write
cycles as depicted in Appendix D on pages 210 and 211. The configuration registers default into
memory mapped mode. Therefore it is not necessary to access the configuration registers (this
would have been necessary to enable the other two modes).
The common memory area can be accessed using 250ns, 120ns, 100ns and 80ns read and
write cycle modes. These modes are depicted in Appendix D on pages 212 and 213. By default, all
Compact Flash cards are required to support read and write cycles of 250ns. The faster modes are
vendor dependent.
The common memory area contains the task file registers. These registers are depicted in
Appendix D on page 214 while an extract of the CF4.0 specification given in Appendix D on pages 215
to 220 lists the definitions of these registers. The CF-ATA command set uses the task file registers to
issue commands to the Compact Flash card. The CF-ATA command set is displayed in Appendix D on
pages 221 to222. Only explanations for those commands used in this design are listed in this
appendix on pages 223 to 225. For details on other commands please refer to the CF4.0 specification
(11).
Our design includes an interface that can access the Compact Flash card in all of its speed
grades. To do this, the host is first configured to run at a 250ns cycle time. The speed grade
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information is then downloaded from the Compact Flash card, after which the interface can be
configured to operate in the fastest speed mode supported by the card.

7.2 FPGA Compact Flash Module

The Compact Flash top level entity is illustrated in Figure 7-1. The figure illustrates the
memory addressable registers and FIFOs that can be accessed by the TigerSHARC. A detailed
explanation for each is given in Table 7-1. The configuration registers control the Compact Flash
module and the lower hierarchy Compact Flash interface module. The data that is received from the
Compact Flash via CF_dataout, is inserted into the data input FIFO. The address and the read or
write command is loaded into the CA_in register which is then loaded into CAFIFO and the data that
is written to the Compact Flash is loaded into the Data_reg register which is then loaded into the
data output FIFO. The lower hierarchy Compact Flash interface module is used to produce the
asynchronous signals that are used to interface with the Compact Flash card, and is discussed
separately in section 7.2.
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Figure 7-1: Compact Flash top level entity.
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Address

3800006A
3800006C

Write
/Read
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W
R
W
W

CA_FIFO
Data_reg(direct)

3800006E
38000070
38000072
38000074
38000076
38000078
3800007A
3800007C
3800007E

R
R
R
R
R
R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R

Status_reg0
Status_reg1
Status_reg2
CA_FIFO usedw
Data_OFIFO usedw
Data_IFIFO usedw
Config_reg4
Config_reg5
Config_reg6
Config_reg7

38000060
38000062
38000064
38000066
38000068

Register Name

Description

Config_reg0
Config_reg1
Config_reg2
Config_reg3
Data_reg

Configuration register 0
Configuration register 1
Configuration register 2
Configuration register 3
Data Output FIFO
Data Input FIFO
Command and address FIFO
Data Output FIFO. CA_FIFO is loaded with address
of Compact Flash data register.
Status register 0
Status register 1
Status register 2
Number of FIFO words used (max=512)
Number of FIFO words used (max=512)
Number of FIFO words used (max=512)
Configuration register 4
Configuration register 5
Configuration register 6
Configuration register 7

Table 7-1 Compact Flash module memory addressable registers

Table 7-1 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the FPGA Compact Flash
module. The first column indicates the address of the register, the second column indicates whether
register is writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third column is the register’s VHDL name and
the fourth column is a brief description o the register. If necessary a detail description of the register
s is given below:

Data Output FIFO:

This FIFO is loaded with data that is sent to the Compact Flash card. The
FIFO depth is 512x16Bits.

Data Input FIFO:

This FIFO is loaded with data that is received from the Compact Flash card.
The FIFO depth is 512x16Bits.
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Data Command and Address FIFO:
This FIFO is loaded with the address and read or write command that is sent
to the Compact Flash card. The FIFO depth is 512x14Bits. It is important to
write to the data output FIFO first and then to the command and address
FIFO, as the data is removed from these two FIFOs only if there is data
available in the latter.

Bit 13: ‘1’= Read Command.

Bit 12: ‘1’=Write Command.

Bit 11: REG signal. When bit 11 is asserted to ‘0’, the Compact Flash configuration registers
can be accessed.

Bit 10-0: Compact Flash Address Bus.

The configuration registers that are described below are used to store the count values that
are used in the Compact Flash interface module to generate the necessary asynchronous signals.
Each register holds two count values. In each case the VHDL signal name is given, this is then
followed by a value (eg. C1 or C10), which represents the VHDL signal in the flow chart in Figure 7-2.
The count values can be related to the time in nano-seconds by multiplying the count value by 5ns
(the period of the 200MHz module clock).
Configuration register 0:

Bits 6-0: read_cycle_time (C13): Read cycle time
(C12=C13-1) Time when FIFO_re is asserted
Bits 13-7: read_time_oe_L(C8): Time when OE is asserted to ‘0’

Configuration register 1:

Bits 6-0: read_time_oe_H (C9): Time when OE is de-asserted to ‘1’
Bits 13-7: reserved
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Configuration register 2:
Bits 6-0: write_cycle_time (C7): Write cycle time
(C3=C7-1) Time when FIFO_re is asserted
Bits 13-7: write_time_we_L (C5): Time when WE is asserted to ‘0’

Configuration register 3:

Bits 6-0:write_time_we_H (C6): Time when WE is de asserted to ‘1’
Bits 13-7: write_time_data_out (C1): Time when data bus is driven

Configuration register 4:

Bits 6-0: write_time_data_Z (C2): Time when data bus is tri stated
Bits 13-7: read_time_CE_H (C10): Time when CE is de asserted to ‘1’

Configuration register 5:

Bits 6-0: write_time_CE_H (C4) : Time when CE is de asserted to ‘1’

Configuration register 6:

Bits 8-0:

Output FIFO threshold 0<integer<512
If the number of words in the FIFO is equal or greater than this number then
the threshold flag is asserted.

Configuration register7:

Bits 8-0:

Input FIFO threshold

0<integer<512

If the number of words in the FIFO is equal or greater than this number then
the threshold flag is asserted.
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Status register 0:

Bit 0: Data output FIFO buffer empty flag.

‘1’=empty

Bit 1: Data output FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=full

Bits 11-3: Data output FIFO number of words used.

‘1’=full

Status register 1:

Bit 0: Command/Address output FIFO buffer empty flag.

‘1’=empty

Bit 1: Command/Address output FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=full

Bits 11-3: Command/Address output FIFO number of words used.

‘1’=full

Status register 2:

Bit 0: Data input FIFO buffer empty flag.
Bit 1: Data input FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=empty
‘1’=full

Bits 11-3: Data input FIFO number of words used.

‘1’=full

The Compact Flash lower hierarchy interface module operates at 200MHz. At this frequency
the clock period is 5NS, which is required in order to create an asynchronous design that will be fast
enough to operate the Compact Flash interface with 80ns read and write cycles.
The core of the design consists of a counter. The counter is used to generate the timing of
the asynchronous signals which are used to interface with the Compact Flash card. The counter is
initialized to zero at reset. In this state all the Compact Flash signals remain de-asserted and the data
bus is tri-stated. When the count is zero, the CAFIFO buffer empty flag is constantly monitored. If the
buffer empty flag is no longer asserted, the counter starts to count. Depending on whether the
CAFIFO is loaded with a read or write command, the system starts processing either a read or write.
At each count the counter register is compared with the values (C0-13) that are stored in the
configuration registers. Figure 7-2 presents a flow chart which indicates the signal values for a given
value of the counter. Table 7-2 illustrates the appropriate count values for the 80NS read and write
cycles.
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If a read command is processed, the data that is received is inserted into the data input FIFO.
The read cycle completes when the counter reaches the read cycle time, and the write cycle
completes when the counter reaches the write cycle time. The counter is then reset and a new
command can be processed. Table 7-2 illustrates the values that are used as the count values along
with the signal timing values that are derived from the Compact Flash specification. Figure 7-3
illustrates the timing diagram for the write cycle and Figure 7-4 illustrates the timing diagram for the
read cycle.
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Figure 7-2: Compact Flash interface flow diagram.
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Count++

Figure 7-3: Compact Flash read cycle.

Figure 7-4: Compact Flash write cycle.

Count
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13

Count value
3
11
14
12
5
9
15
1
13
13
13
14
15

VHDL Signal name
write_time_data_out
write_time_data_Z
FIFO_we_time
Write_time_ce_H
write_time_we_L
write_time_we_H
write_cycle_time
read_time_oe_L
read_time_oe_H
Read_time_ce_H
Read_time_data
FIFO_re_time
read_cycle_time

Table 7-2: The Compact Flash count values used for 80ns read and write cycles.
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Time [ns]
15
55
70
60
1
45
75
5
55
65
55
70
75

7.3 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the interface that is used to communicate with a Compact Flash
storage card. This interface is consistent with the Compact Flash 4.0 specification. In conjunction
with the FAT32 file system, our system can support a Compact Flash card with a capacity up to 32GB
operating in the fastest transfer mode with read and write cycles of 80ns. Transfers between the
FPGA Compact Flash interface and the TigerSHARC have been optimized to transfer an entire 256X
16-bit sector within the Compact Flash card via DMA.
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8 LCD and USB System
This chapter describes the design of LCD and Universal Serial Bus (USB) system. It also
describes the FPGA asynchronous interface that communicates to the Microchip PIC18F4550, which
implements the USB protocols, and to the LCD.

8.1 FPGA Asynchronous Interface Module

The FPGA asynchronous interface module is used to communicate between the TigerSHARC
and PIC18F4550 and between the TigerSHARC and the LCD screen. The LCD screen and PIC18F4550
share the same 8-bit data bus but have separate control signals. A high level block diagram of the
asynchronous interface VHDL module is illustrated in Figure 8-1. The design consists of configuration
registers, status registers, input and output FIFOs, and a lower hierarchy entity called Asynchronous
Interface.
A detailed description of the memory mapped registers, input FIFOs and output FIFOs is
given in Table 8-1. The lower hierarchy asynchronous interface entity consists of a state machine
which is used to generate the asynchronous signals which are required to interface with the LCD
screen and PIC18F4550. The algorithmic state machine (ASM) chart is illustrated in Figure 8-2. The
internal flow of the LCD write and LCD read states are in turn illustrated in Figure 8-3. The operation
of the asynchronous interface module will be explained using read and writes to the LCD and
PIC18F4550 as examples.
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Figure 8-1: A block diagram of the asynchronous interface top level entity.
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Figure 8-2: Asynchronous interface state machine.
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Figure 8-3: Asynchronous interface LCD write and LCD read state.
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Address
38000040
38000042
38000044
38000046
38000048
3800004A

3800004C
3800004E
38000050

Write
/Read
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W/R
W
R
R
R
R

Register

Description

Control_reg0
Control_reg1
Control_reg2
Control_reg3
Control_reg4
Data-command Output
FIFO
Data Input FIFO
Status_reg0
Status_reg1
Status_reg2

Control register 0
Control register 1
Control register 2
Control register 3
Control register 4
Data and command Output FIFO
Data Input FIFO
Status register 0
Status register 1
Status register 2

Table 8-1: Asynchronous interface memory addressable registers.

Table 8-1 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the asynchronous interface
top level VHDL module. The first column indicates the address of the register, the second column
indicates whether register is writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third column is the
register’s VHDL name and the fourth column is a brief description o the register. If necessary a detail
description of the register is given below:
Control register 0:
Bits 11-0: Unused

Control register 1:

Bits 5-0: PIC_tsA :

The initial delay, in module clock cycles, that is inserted before
communication with PIC81F4550 starts. This is programmed by the
TigerSHARC to 3 clock cycles.

Bits 11-6: Reserved

Control register 2:

Bits 5-0: Reserved
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Bits 11-6:

LCD_read_cycle_time: The LCD read cycle time in module clock cycles. This
programmed by the TigerSHARC to 50 clock cycles.

Control register 3:

Bits 5-0:

LCD_write_cycle_time: The LCD write cycle time in module clock cycles. This
programmed by the TigerSHARC to 50 clock cycles.

Bits 11-6: reserved

Control register 4:

Bits 5-0:

LCD_tEnableHL: The time, in module clock cycles, when LCD_CE is deasserted to ‘0’. This programmed by the TigerSHARC to 21 clock cycles.

Bits 11-6:

LCD_t_data_write: The time, in module clock cycles, when the data bus is
driven. This programmed the TigerSHARC to 14 clock cycles.

Bits 15-13: reserved

Data and command output FIFO (OFIFO):

Bits 7-0:

8-bit data.

Bit 8:

reserved

Bit9:

‘1’= Microchip interface.
‘0’= LCD interface.

Bit 10:

‘1’ =read command.
‘0’= write command.

Bit 11: reserved

Status register 0:

Bit 0: Data output FIFO buffer empty flag.

‘1’=empty

Bit 1: Data output FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=full

Bits 11-3: Data output FIFO number of words used (0 to 255).
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Status register 1:

Bit 0: Data input FIFO buffer empty flag.
Bit 1: Data input FIFO buffer full flag.

‘1’=empty
‘1’=full

Bits 11-3: Data input FIFO number of words used (0 to 255).

Asynchronous Interface Initialization
Upon reset, all bits of control registers 0, 1 and 2 are set to zero and all the bits of control
register 3 and 4 are asserted to one. The FIFOs are cleared and the internal state machine is reset to
its idle state. It is necessary to program the correct timing values into the control registers as stated
above.
Asynchronous Interface Operation
The asynchronous interface uses input and output FIFOs to synchronize the system side with
the state machines which control the communication between the PIC18F4550 and the LCD screen.
The 12 bit data and command FIFO is used to send the 8-bits of data and a 4-bit command
which tells the state machine whether it is communicating with the PIC18F4550 or the LCD. The
output of this FIFO is passed to the lower hierarchy asynchronous interface module. Within this
module it is referred to Data_in. Unless otherwise stated, Data_in refers to the output of the FIFO in
the following text.
The operation of the asynchronous interface is best explained with example read and writes
to the PIC18F4550 and the LCD and with reference to the ASM flow diagrams in the following
paragraphs. It is assumed that the interface has been initialized:

PIC18F4550 write
The TigerSHARC writes to the data and command output FIFO. As is illustrated in Figure 8-2,
if bit 9 of Data_in bit is high and bit 10 is low then the state machine transits to state pwr0. Once the
initial delay that is programmed into control register 1 is complete, the state machine transits to
state pwr1.
The CE signal is asserted by the state machine and the data bus is driven with the data. Once
the PIC18F4550 acknowledge signal is asserted, the CE is de asserted and the data bus is tri-stated in
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state pwr2. Once the acknowledge signal is de asserted the state machine proceeds to load the next
command and data from the FIFO and then returns to the idle state.
PIC18F4550 read
To read from the PIC18F4550, the user must first ensure that the data output FIFO is empty
to ensure that no other read commands are in the pipeline. This can be done by polling the output
FIFO buffer empty flag in status register 0.
The data is then written to the data and command output FIFO. As illustrated in Figure 8-2, if
bit 9 of Data_in is a high and bit 10 is a high then the state machine transits to state prd0. Once the
initial delay that is programmed into control register 1 is complete, the state machine transits to
state prd1.
Now the CE and RD_WR signals are asserted. Once the PIC18F4550 acknowledge signal is
asserted, the data is sampled from the data bus in state prd2. The CE and RD_WR signals are then de
asserted in state prd3. Once the acknowledge signal is de-asserted, the state machine proceeds to
write the data to the data input FIFO. The next command and data is then loaded from the FIFO in
the load state and then returns to the idle state.
The user must poll the data input FIFO buffer empty flag in status register 1 to see if the data
has been stored. Once the flag is asserted the data can be removed from the FIFO.

LCD write

The TigerSHARC writes to the data and command output FIFO. As is illustrated in Figure 8-2,
if bit 9 of Data_in is low 0 and bit 10 is low then the state machine transits to the LCD_delay state.
The LCD operates at 270 kHz. At this frequency command processing within the LCD unit
can take up to 43us. Therefore a 50us delay is inserted using a counter in the LCD delay state. By
inserting this delay it is no longer necessary to poll the LCD to ensure that the command is complete.
Once the delay is complete, the state machine transits to the LCD_write state. This write
state uses a counter to generate the timing of the asynchronous signals required to interface to the
LCD screen as is illustrated in Figure 8-3.
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Once the counter reaches the LCD write cycle time, the state machine proceeds to the load
state to load the new command. Finally, the state machine returns into the idle state.
LCD read
The user must first ensure that the data output FIFO is empty to ensure that no other read
commands are in the pipeline.
The TigerSHARC writes to the data and command output FIFO. As is illustrated in Figure 8-2,
if bit 9 of Data_in is high and bit 10 is low then the state machine transits to the read state.
The LCD read state uses a counter to generate the timing of the asynchronous signals
required to interface to the LCD screen, as is illustrated in Figure 8-3.
Once the counter reaches the LCD write cycle time, the state machine proceeds to the store
state to store the new sampled data and then to the load state to load the new command. Finally,
the state machine returns to the idle state.

8.2 Microchip PIC18F4550

The Microchip PIC18F4550 is used in this design to interface with a personal computer via
USB. The PIC18F4550 is USB V2.0 compliant and is capable of operating at low speed (1.5Mb/s) as
well as full speed (12Mb/s). The PIC18F4550 supports control, interrupt, isochronous and bulk
transfers.
The following sections describe the hardware necessary to interface the TigerSHARC to the
PIC18F4550 via the FPGA asynchronous.
The PIC8F4550 (U19) is illustrated in schematic 6 in Appendix A. The PIC18F4550 operates
from a 5V supply. It is therefore necessary to perform logic level translation since the FPGA IO
operates from 3.3V. This is performed using the Maxim MAX3002EUP bidirectional level translator
(discussed in section 11.1).
The FPGA’s external asynchronous interface bus is connected via the MAX3002EUP (U50) to
the PIC18F4550’s 8-bit port (PORTD). The asynchronous interface control signals are connected via a
second MAX3002EUP (U51) to PORTB of the PIC18F4550.
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Microchip PIC18F4550 USB Interface

The USB differential connections of the PIC18F4550 (pins 43 and 42) are connected to the
type B USB connector (U5). The differential impedance of the USB bus is 90Ω. Therefore the
differential connections are routed with a 0.129mm trace separation and 0.129mm trace width to
result in a differential impedance of 90 Ω (this was designed by simulation using Mentor Graphics
Hyperlynx software package).
The USB 3.3V bus power is connected to pin 1 of the USB connector. The PIC18F4550 RB0
pin is connected through R40 to the USB 3.3V power. This pin is used to detect whether the
PIC18F4550 is connected to the bus. If it is connected, pin RB0 will be pulled up to the USB 3.3V, and
if it is not, pin RB0 will be pulled down to ground via R41.

Microchip PIC18F4550 Programming

The PIC8F4550 is programmed used the Microchip MPLAB ICD 2 programmer. The RJ45
connector (U44) is used to connect the PIC18F4550 to the programmer and is illustrated in
schematic 6 in Appendix A.
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Microchip PIC18F4550 LEDs and switches

The PIC8F4550 memory clear (PIC_MCLR) signal is connected in parallel through a 100Ω
resistor (R43) to a switch (SW1), which is pull-up with R42 to 5V. Depressing the switch will reset the
PIC18F4550. This is useful for debugging purposes.
Switch (SW4) is connected to the PIC18F4550 pin RB0. This switch is useful for debugging
purposes and is illustrated in schematic 15 in Appendix A.
The PIC8F4550 IO pins RA0 and RA1 are connected to LEDs through series 470Ω resistors
(R72 and R71). These LEDs are used by the USB software to illustrate the status of the USB
connection. The LEDS are illustrated in schematic 15 in Appendix A. The LEDs , when on, will be
biased at 9.1mA. This calculated using the following equation: '$ 
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Microchip PIC18F4550 frequency control

The PIC18F4550 operates from a Murata Ceraloc CSTCC 8MHz ceramic resonator (U18). The
resonator does not require external capacitors in parallel with input and output to ground as it has
internal built in capacitors.
The internal PLL of the PIC18F4550 is configured using software, to generate a 48MHz clock
from the external 8MHz input.
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8.3 LCD Screen

The PowerTip PC2004LRU-AWA-B LCD (12) is used in this design. The LCD screen has a 20
character by 4 line display. The LCD operates at 270 kHz and from 5V. It therefore requires logic
level translation to interface to the FPGA asynchronous interface as the FPGA IO operates at 3.3V.
The LCD is connected to PCB via header U20 (illustrated in schematic 6 in Appendix A) which leads to
the 5V side of the asynchronous interface’s external 8-bit data bus, which is in parallel with the
PIC18F4550. The required LCD control signals (LCD_EN, RD_WR and LCD_RS) that are generated by
the asynchronous interface are connected via the MAX3002EUP (U51) to the LCD header (U20).
These connections are illustrated in schematic 12 in Appendix A.
The LCD contrast is set using the voltage divider formed by R16 and R17. The LCD backlight
is powered through R119, a 3.3Ω current limiting resistor that is connected to 5V through jumper
(U71). The backlight requires 4.2V and typically operates at 260mA, depending on the brightness of
the LEDS. The 3.3Ω resistor will limit the LCD backlight current to 242mA which is calculated using
the following equation:
I
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Removing the jumper will disable the backlight.

8.4 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the system that incorporates a USB peripheral device
that can be used to communicate with a PC at 12Mbps as well as an interface to an LCD display. The
FIFO buffers, which efficiently implement the asynchronous interface module in the FPGA, allows the
TigerSHARC to continuously send data to the USB peripheral and to the LCD screen without having
to wait for these slower devices to process the data.
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9 UART Interface System
A UART has been included to assist in system debugging by allowing the system to
communicate with a PC terminal to display debug information. The following section discusses the
design of this interface.

9.1 FPGA UART module

The UART top level entity is illustrated in Figure 7-1. The figure illustrates the memory
addressable registers and the output data FIFO that can be accessed by the TigerSHARC. A detailed
explanation for each register is given in Table 9-1. Only the transmission side of the UART has been
implemented. The receiver signal is connected to the FPGA but is not implemented. The operation of
the UART interface is explained after Table 9-1.
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Figure 9-1: The FPGA UART module.

Address
380000C0
380000D0
380000D2
380000D4
380000D6

Write
/Read
W
W/R
W/R
R
R

Register

Description

Data register1
Config_reg0
Config_reg1
USEDW
Status_reg0

8-bit TX data output FIFO
Configuration register 0
Configuration register 1
Number output FIFO words used, Max=256
Status Register 0

Table 9-1: UART memory addressable registers

Table 9-1 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the UART interface top level
VHDL module. The first column indicates the address of the register, the second column indicates
whether register is writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third column is the register’s VHDL
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name and the fourth column is a brief description of the register. Detailed descriptions of the
registers are given below:
Configuration register 0:
Bits 15-0: UART clock period:
IJ
|}~
I)wyvrz_stzJ#P"

nopqop rstuotvwx  

9-1

Configuration register 1:
Bit 0:

If asserted to ’1’, the internal UART clock is enabled. The clock must be enabled only after
the clock period has been programmed.

Bits 1: If asserted to ’1’, the UART data is inverted. This bit must be set as the MAX232 inverts the
data externally.
UART Initialization
Upon reset, all bits of configuration register 0 are set to ones and all bits of configuration
register 1 are asserted to zero. The UART internal clock is therefore disabled and the internal state
machine is also reset to the idle state.
It is therefore necessary to program the UART clock according to equation 2-3. Our system
sets configuration register 0 to 260, which enables the UART to operate at 39000 BAUD. Once the
clock has been programmed it may be enabled by asserting bit 0 in configuration register 1. It is
necessary to set bit 1 in configuration register 1 to invert the clock as the external RS232 driver
inverts the data.
UART Operation
The UART module is designed to transmit 8-bits of data. The user must first poll the FIFO
buffer full flag. If the FIFO is full, the user must wait until the FIFO is no longer full before proceeding.
The transmission payload can be loaded into data register 1 for transmission.
The internal state machine controls the transmission of the data. The flow diagram shown in
Figure 9-1, illustrates that when the state machine is in the idle state, it will continuously monitor
the buffer empty flag to see if there is data in the FIFO. If there is data in the FIFO then the state
machine will transit to the LOAD state. In the LOAD state the 8- bit data is loaded into bits 8 to 1 of
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the shift register. A zero is loaded into bit 0, as this is the start bit required for RS232
communication. The state machine then transit to the TX_RX state where the data is transmitted. A
counter is used to control the number of bits that are transmitted. Once the counter is finished and
the transmission is complete, the state machine returns to the idle state.

9.2 RS232 Line Driver

The Texas Instruments MAX3232E multichannel RS232 line driver is used to translate the 5V
UART signal to the +12V and -12V logic levels used in RS232 communication. The MAX3232E (U17)
operates at 5V, therefore a MAX3002EUP (U51) is used to convert the FPGA 3.3V signals to these
levels. The external circuitry required by the MAX3232E is illustrated in schematic 7 in Appendix A.
Capacitors C119, C39, C120 and C118 are used by the internal charge pump to generate the +12V
and -12V logic levels. The second channel of the MAX3232E is connected to PIC18F4550’s UART.
However, the PIC18F4550 has an anomaly and is not able to invert the UART signal which is required
communicate with a PC.

9.3 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the system that incorporates a UART interface which
can be used to communicate with a PC terminal. An efficient implementation using FIFO buffers in
the FPGA UART interface module allows the TigerSHARC to continuously send data to the PC
terminal without having to wait for this slow communication interface.
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10

FPGA Test Registers, LEDs and

Push-Buttons system
This chapter describes the system that is used as interface with the FPGA tests register, and
the LEDs and push-buttons which are connected to the FPGA.

10.1 FPGA Test Registers and Buttons Interface

The test registers and buttons interface top level entity is illustrated in Figure 7-1. The figure
illustrates the memory addressable registers, the switches, LEDs and the IRQ signal that are
connected to the module. The memory addressable registers are described in Table 10-1.

Figure 10-1: The test registers and buttons Interface top level entity.
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Address
38000040

Write
/Read
W/R

Register’s VHDL
Name
Data reg1

38000042
38000044
38000046

W/R
R
w/R

LED_off_on
Count register
Switch_reg

Description
Data register 1. This register is used for debugging
purposes.
LED6 on/off register
Count register
Push buttons register

Table 10-1: Test registers and push-button interface memory addressable registers.

Table 10-1 illustrates the memory addressable registers within the test registers and push
buttons interface top level VHDL module. The first column indicates the address of the register, the
second column indicates whether register is writable (W), readable (R) or both (W/R), the third
column is the register’s VHDL name and the fourth column is a brief description of the register. If
necessary a detailed description of the registers is given below:
LED register:
Bits 0: If asserted to ‘1’ then LED6 = on. If asserted to ‘0’ then LED6 = off.
Bits 15-1: Unused.

Count register:

Bits 7-0:

Value of Count2. Count2 is initialized at reset to 0. After a read from Count2,
it is incremented by 1. The register is used for debugging purposes.

Bits 15-8:

Unused.

Push-button register:
Bit 0:

If bit 0 =’0’ then switch6 has been pressed.

Bit 1:

If bit 0 =’0’ then switch5 has been pressed.

Bit 2:

If bit 0 =’0’ then switch3 has been pressed.

Bit 3:

If bit 0 =’0’ then switch2 has been pressed.

Bits 3-0 need to be set to ‘1’ to acknowledge that the button has been pressed. Only then
will the next button press be registered.
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Push-Button Operation

The FPGA external switch connections are pulled-up to VCC 3.3V using 10kΩ resistors. This is
illustrated in schematic 15 in Appendix A. If the external switches (SW2, SW3, SW5 and SW6) are
depressed, the corresponding input to the FPGA will be connected to ground. The external switches
are sampled by a 25Hz clock, called button_clock, and are stored in the 4-bit register
switch_button_clk. The 25Hz clock is generated by an internal counter. The switches are sampled at
this low frequency to ensure that the switch is properly depressed when the value is sampled. If any
of the switch_button_clk registers contain a logical zero (i.e. the switch has been pressed) then it is
latched into the corresponding bit of the switch_reg register, which operates at SYSCLK. The switch
register’s value will not change from a logical zero when the switch is released. To reset logic one
must be written into the corresponding bit of the switch_reg register.

The output of the switch_reg is used to generate an interrupt. If any of the switch_reg bits
are zero, then the IRQ1 signal is pulled low. The signal will remain low until all of the switch_reg bits
are set to logical one.

The TigerSHARC IRQ1 interrupt is set to a level sensitive interrupt and it is

therefore necessary to set all the switch_reg bits to logical one in order for a new interrupt to be
triggered.

LED 5

The FPGA output to LED5 is connected to an internal counter that operates from 100MHz
system clock. The counter counts to 2k_ < 1. When it reaches this value, it inverts the signal that is
connected to LED5 and resets the counter value to zero and continues on counting. LED5 will
therefore flash on and off continuously at 0.745Hz. LED5 is used to give an indication whether the
FPGA system clock is operational.

LED 7

LED7 (illustrated in schematic 15 in Appendix A) is connected to the FPGA pin 67. The LED is
not used in our design and could be used for future work.
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Power LED

The red LED8 is connected to VCC 3.3V and is used to indicate that the system is powered.

LED Headers

All the LEDs that are used in this system are connected in parallel to header U62 (illustrated
in schematic 15 in Appendix A). It is therefore possible to remove the surface mount LEDs and
replace them with panel mounted LEDs that connect to header U62.

Switch Headers

The switches (SW2, SW3, SW5, SW6 and SW9) are connected in parallel to header U47
(illustrated in schematic U47). It is therefore possible to connect panel mounted switches in parallel
with these switches.

10.2 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the design of the system that can be utilized to turn the LEDS on and
off, and the method in which the push-buttons are interfaced to the TigerSHARC. In both cases the
LEDs and push-buttons are seen as memory mapped registers by the TigerSHARC.
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11

Logic Level Translation

This chapter discusses the component that is utilized to perform logic level translation
between the components that operate at different voltage levels.

11.1 Maxim MAX3002EUP

The Maxim MAX3002EUP 8-bit bidirectional logic level translator is used in our design to
perform level translation between the FPGA 3.3V IO and the components that operate at 5V. The
MAX3002EUP is designed to be bidirectional without the need for a directional pin and is guaranteed
to operate up to 20Mbps (13). The fastest communication within this design that uses the
MAX3002EUP (U39), is the SPI protocol which operates at 1Mbps. This is therefore within the
capabilities of the MAX3002EUP. The MAX3002EUP is also used to perform logic level translation
between the FPGA and LCD (U50), and the FPGA and PIC18F4550 (U51). The biasing circuitry for U50
is illustrated in schematic 6 in Appendix A.

11.2 Summary and Conclusion

The use of the MAX3002EUP significantly simplified the design process. It allows
communication to take place between components that operate at different voltage levels without
the conventional use of the uni-directional buffers that would have required extra logic to control
the direction of communication.
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12

System Reset

It is necessary to provide a global system reset, to insure that each component is held in
reset while the respective power supplies stabilize. This chapter discusses the component that is
utilized to generate the system reset.

12.1 Texas Instruments TPS3836 Reset Manager

The Texas Instruments TPS3836 reset manager (U38) is used in our design to generate an
active low system reset and is illustrated in schematic 24 in Appendix A. The TPS3836 can be
configured to generate a reset pulse of 10ms by connecting CT (pin1) to ground or it can configured
to generate a reset pulse of 200ms by connecting CT (pin1) to VCC.
The TPS3836 is configured to generate an active low reset for 200ms upon power up and
also upon a manual reset triggered by depressing the external reset switch (SW9). This is sufficient
time to allow for power stabilization and power supply sequencing of the system (discussed in
section 15.3 on page 113).

12.2 Summary and Conclusion

The Texas Instruments TPS3836 reset manager is successfully implemented in our system to
provide a 200ms reset pulse that enables all the power supplies to stabilize and for the components
to initialize themselves to their internal reset state.
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SDRAM System

13

This chapter discusses the Analog Devices SDRAM controller and the SDRAM memory
modules that are utilized in our design.

13.1 SDRAM Controller and Memory Modules

The Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 DSP has an onboard SDRAM controller. The controller
can support a total of 1024MB of single data rate SDRAM arranged in 4 memory banks of 64M x32bit
[3-0] (memory select SDRAM) select lines. The
words each, and which are selected by the MSSD
SDRAM controller is synchronous with the system clock and can be configured to interface with
standard SDRAM devices.
To create large memory systems, it is necessary place many SDRAM devices in parallel. This
can be accomplished by using industry standard dual in line memory modules. However, as more
devices are connected in parallel, so the total capacitive load increases. For example the total load
on the address bus for 2x256MB single rank unregistered SDRAM modules is approximately 68pF.
The TigerSHARC IO drivers cannot supply enough output current to drive these address lines and it is
therefore necessary to buffer the address lines. This can be accomplished by using industry standard
registered single rank SDRAM modules. Registered SDRAM modules buffer the address lines with
registers that are synchronous with the SDRAM clock. The loading generated by 2x256MB registered
single rank SDRAM modules is approximately 16pF. This is within the load capabilities of the
TigerSHARC and hence this configuration was employed in our design.
To select the appropriate registered SDRAM modules to interface with the TigerSHARC, the
following factors need to be taken into consideration:
•

Operating Voltage.

•

Maximum operating frequency.

•

Maximum supported memory size.

•

The number of internal banks in which the SDRAM is arranged.
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•

Column Address Strobe (CAS) latency: the delay, in number of system clock cycles
(SCLK), between the time that the SDRAM detects the read command and the time
that it provides the data at its output pins.

•

The refresh rate of the SDRAM.

•

Precharge (PRC) to Row Address Strobe (RAS) delay: the required delay, in number of
system clock cycles (SCLK), between the time the SDRAM controller issues a PRE
command and the time it issues an ACT command.

•

Row Address Strobe (RAS) to Precharge (PRC) delay: the required delay, in number of
system clock cycles (SCLK), between the time the SDRAM controller issues an ACT
command and the time it issues a PRE command.

•

The SDRAM page size.

•

Initialization sequence.

Table: 13-1 illustrates the capabilities of the of the TigerSHARC SDRAM controller with regards to the
above criteria. It also illustrates the specifications of the of the Kingston memory chosen for this
design.

SDRAM Features
Voltage
Max Frequency
Max Memory Size
Number of internal banks
CAS Latency
Refresh Rate
PRC to RAS delay
RAS to PRC delay
Page size
Init sequence

SDRAM Controller
2.5V or 3.3V
125MHz
256MB
2 or 4 banks
1 to 3 cycles
32 and 64 ms
2 to 5 cycles
2 to 8 cycles
256,512 and1024 Words
MRS-> REF or REF-> MRS

Kingston 256MB Module
3.3V
133
256MB
4 banks
3 cycles
64 ms
3 cycles
6 cycles
1024 Words
MRS-> REF or REF-> MRS

Table: 13-1 SDRAM controller and SDRAM module capabilities.

The following TigerSHARC IO Pins are required to interface with SDRAM:
Output pins:
:
RAS

Row addresses strobe. Indicates that a row address is valid during a read or
write of SDRAM.
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:
CAS

Column addresses strobe. Indicates that a column address is valid during a
read or write of SDRAM.

LDQM:

Low word SDRAM data mask. LDQM tri-states the SDRAM data mask buffers
of the lower 32-bits of the 64-bit data bus when performing 32-bit writes to
odd addresses.

HDQM:

High word SDRAM data mask. HDQM tri-states the SDRAM data mask buffers
of the higher 32-bits of the 64-bit data bus when performing 32-bit writes to
odd addresses.

SDCKE:

SDRAM clock enable.

SDWE:

SDRAM write enable.

Address bus [10:1]:

Connected to SDRAM address [9:0]

SDA10:

Connected to SDRAM address bit 10 pin.

Address bus [14:12]:

Connected to SDRAM address [12:11].

Address bus [15:14]:

Connected to SDRAM Bank Address BA[1:0].

MSSD0:

Memory select SDRAM 0. Connected to SDRAM module 0 chip select 0 and 2
(0 and 2).

MSSD1:

Memory select SDRAM 1. Connected to SDRAM module 1 chip select 0 and
2 (0 and 2).

MSSD2:

Memory select SDRAM 2. Connected to SDRAM module 0 chip select 1 and
3 (1 and 3).

MSSD3:

Memory select SDRAM 3. Connected to SDRAM module 1 chip select 1 and 3
(1 and 3).

Bidirectional pins:

Data bus [63:0]: 64-bit data bus.

The MSSD2 and MSSD3 memory chip select signals are connected to the s1 and s3 pins of
the DIMM connector so that the system could in future interface with 2x512MB dual rank modules.
A dual rank module essentially consists of 2 single rank modules arranged onto 1 DIMM. However,
the system has not been tested in this configuration and the support thereof cannot be guaranteed.
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13.2 SDRAM Controller Configuration Register

The lower 16-bits of the TigerSHARC SDRCON 32-bit register are used to configure the
SDRAM controller. The register is setup with values supplied in the Kingston (14) and Nanya(15)
datasheets (Nanya are the manufactures of the memory components used on the Kingston memory
module):
Bit 0:

‘1’ SDRAM controller enabled

Bits2-1:

CAS latency: “10” = 3 cycle latency.

Bit 3:

‘1’ Pipeline enabled. This is necessary since the memory modules are
registered and therefore operate with an extra latency cycle.

Bits 5-4:

“10”: 1024 word page size.

Bits8-7:

“10”: Refresh once every 2200 cycles. The TigerSHARC will issue a refresh
command to the SDRAM controller every 2200 SOC cycles. This is necessary
to ensure a maximum refresh time of 64ms. The SDRAM needs to be
refreshed every

2 )


=

l``%)b
ijk 

=2343 cycles. Therefore

refreshing every 2200 SOC cycles will meet this requirement.
Bits10-9:

“01”: Precharge to RAS delay: 3 cycles.

Bits 13-11:

“100”: RAS to precharge delay: 6 cycles.

Bit 14:

‘1’:

This sets the initialization sequence of the SDRAM controller to
sequentially issues: a PRE command, eight auto refresh cycles, and
an MRS (Mode Register Set) command upon initialization.

Bit 15:

‘0’: Only used for 2.5V mobile RAM.
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13.3 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the utilization of TigerSHARC SDRAM controller to interface with two
Kingston 256MB Registered SDRAM modules, providing a total of 512MB system memory, which is
expandable to 1024MB. The registered memory modules are utilized to bring the address bus
loading within acceptable values.
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14

Clock Distribution and Signal

Integrity
This chapter describes the clock distribution of our design and the techniques that are
utilized to guarantee signal integrity of these high speed signals.

14.1 Clock Distribution

The Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 development board operates with a system clock of
100MHz. The peripheral board was designed operate synchronously from the same 100MHz system
clock. To ensure portability from the peripheral board to the final prototype design, it was decided
to keep the system clock at 100MHz.
The TigerSHARC TS201 requires an external clock source with a maximum jitter of 500ps.
The FPGA PLL requires an external clock source with a maximum jitter of 500ps.The SDRAM external
clock source jitter is not specified.
The SDRAM configuration is designed to possibly support two dual rank modules (i.e
2x256MB banks per DIMM). Two clock sources are required by a dual rank module as opposed to
one clock source for a single rank module. This system therefore requires four clock sources for the
SDRAM modules. The FPGA requires two clock sources (one for the system side and one for the PLL
to generate the 20MHz and 200MHz internal FPGA clocks). The TigerSHARC requires 1 clock source.
The total number of clocks required is therefore seven.
When designing a synchronous system it is necessary to route the various clock traces with
the same length so that each component sees the rising edge of the clock at the same time. The
TigerSHARC datasheet (3) requires that the clock traces of the system be routed with a trace length
tolerance of +-15.86mm (+-125mils).
However, the SDRAM modules add extra delay to the SDRAM clock. This is due to the extra
trace length between the SDRAM DIMM connector and the components on the module. The SDRAM
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modules also have a first order resistor-capacitor clock damping filter at the end of the trace. This
filter adds a further delay of 400 ps to the clock.
It is therefore necessary to compensate for the extra delay on the SDRAM clock nets in order
to ensure that the setup and hold requirements of all the components are met. This can be
performed in two ways:
1. Extending the length of the FPGA and TigerSHARC clock trace lengths to delay their
clocks by a corresponding amount.
2. Using a clock skew manager to induce this clock delay.
A board simulation of the SDRAM modules was performed using Mentor Graphics’
Hyperlynx Software to determine the delay that is added by the SDRAM module. It was found that a
delay of approximately 600ps is induced by the SDRAM module. However, to increase the hold
margin of the system, the decision was made to induce a delay of 1000ps. This would require 25cm
to be added to the length of the FPGA and TigerSHARC clock traces. To achieve this, the trace would
have to be routed from one side of the PCB to the other and back. Since the design is constrained for
space, it was decided to use a clock skew manager to induce the clock delay.
The Cypress RoboClock CY7B9550 (U18) was chosen for this function. This component uses
an external clock source to generate 4 output clock pairs of independently configurable clock skew.
When operating at 100MHz, the clock manager can induce a clock skew of between zero and 7.5ns
in steps of 625ps. The output clock jitter is 50ps, which well within the requirements of the receiver
components. The RoboClock uses three-level logic pins for configuration. The resistors used to
configure each pin are illustrated in schematic 25 in Appendix A. The clock skew manager is
configured to the follow settings:
•

All SDRAM clocks are set to zero skew.

•

The FPGA, FPGA PLL and DSP clock are configured to lag the SDRAM clock by 1.25ns.

The following method was used to determine the required configuration of the clock
manager. The FPGA and DSP clock traces were routed to the same length with a +-15.86mm
tolerance. The four SDRAM clocks were routed to the same length, also with a tolerance of +15.86mm. Hyperlynx was then used to determine the skew between the clock on the pin of the
TigerSHARC and the SDRAM modules. This delay was determined to be 600ps as illustrated in Figure
14-1. In order to increase the hold margin of the SDRAM component’s, a clock delay of 1.25ns was
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introduced for the DSP and FPGA clocks. The TigerSHARC and FPGA will therefore lag the SDRAM
clock by 0.65ns.

V[volts]

Clock Skew
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5 0
-1.0

SDRAM 0 Clock
DSP Clock

5

10 15 20 24 29 34 39 44 49
t[ns]

Figure 14-1: Clock skew (600ps) of DSP clock (leading) and SDRAM clocks (lagging).

The TigerSHARC will hold the data bus for a minimum of 1ns after the following clock cycle’s
rising edge (3). By inducing the clock skew, the hold margin is increased to 1.65ns. The hold margin is
therefore improved as the SDRAM requires a minimum hold time of 0.8ns (15). The system timing
budget is illustrated in Table 14-1. The first column indicates components between which the
communication is taking place. The second column shows the time that the data takes to become
valid at the output pin of the driving component after the rising edge of the clock. The third column
is the maximum propagation delay of all the traces. The fourth column lists the clock skew between
the external clocks input of components. The fifth column lists the minimum setup time that is
required by each component. The sixth column lists the resulting minimum period and the sixth
column is the maximum frequency at which communication can operate, which is calculated using
the following equation:  

i
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Communication
[ns]
[ns]
Direction
[ns]
[ns]
TigerSHARC to FPGA
4
1.94
0
1.326
FPGA to TigerSHARC
4.85
1.94
0
1.5
TigerSHARC to SDRAM
4
1.94
0.65
1.5
SDRAM to TigerSHARC
5.4
1.94
0.65
1.5
Table 14-1: System timing budget

Period 
[MHz]
[ns]
7.552
125
8.29
120
8.89
112
9.49
105

Table 14-1 illustrates that the maximum frequency that this system can reliably operate at is
105MHz. The system clock of 100 MHz is therefore within this limit.

Clock Damping
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Figure 14-2: Clock damping with and without a series source resistor.

Finally, it is necessary to insert a series source resistor as close as possible to the clock driver
to dampen the overshoot of the clock and to condition the waveform of the clock signal seen by the
receiver component. Figure 14-2 illustrates the DSP clock of 100MHz simulated with and without a
33Ω series source resistor. Simulations using Hyperlynx were employed to determine the correct
value of each of the resistors required for every clock source. The values used for each resistor are
illustrated in schematic 25 in Appendix A.
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14.2 Signal Integrity

This section describes the method used to design the system to ensure signal integrity when
operating the external data bus at 100MHz.
The response of any system of conductors to an incoming signal depends greatly on whether
the system is smaller than the effective length of the fastest electrical feature of the signal, or vice
versa (16). The length of a rising edge in a signal is given by:
±


$

14-1

Where 1 is the rise time in ps, ² is the delay in ps/cm (typically 70 ps/cm for FR4 laminate (16)) and
± is the length of the rising edge in cm. The rise time of the TigerSHARC IO driver, with a drive
strength of 70%, is 450ps. This value was determined from the TigerSHARC’s IBIS simulation file.
Therefore, using these parameters, the length of the rising edge is calculated to be
±
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A system can be considered to be a lumped system if the length of the conductor is less
than one- sixth the length of the rising edge (16). Therefore this system can be treated as a lumped
system if the length of the conductors connecting the components can be kept less than
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1.07 ³´. However, since this is practically not possible, it is necessary to treat this system as a
distributed system.
It is therefore necessary to treat the conductors between the components as transmission
lines. Two types of transmission lines used in PCB design are Microstrip and asymmetric Stripline.
Microstrip transmission lines are used on the outer layers of the PCB and asymmetric Stripline
transmission lines are used in the internal layers.
The PCB layer stack-up used for this design (illustrated in Figure 14-3) is a six layer stack-up.
The top and bottom layers use Microstrip and the internal routing layers use Stripline. The system’s
design complexity requires the use of a six layer PCB. The layer stack-up is a standard stack-up used
by the manufacturers of the PCB (TRAX). TRAX can produce PCBs with a minimum conductor width
of 0.127mm (5 mils). Due to the system’s design complexity, it was indeed necessary to use a
conductor trace width of 0.127mm. The characteristic impedance of the Microstrip transmission line
for the outer layers with a conductor width of 0.127mm is solved with Hyperlynx to be 60.9Ω.
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The characteristic impedance of the asymmetric Stripline transmission line for the inner
layers with a conductor width of 0.127mm is solved with Hyperlynx to be 58.7Ω.

Figure 14-3: PCB layer stack-up.

The resulting impedance mismatch results in a reflection coefficient given by the following
equation (16):
µ¶·±¶³ª¸¹º ³¹¶··¸³¸¶ºª 

»2 < »%
»2 # »%

where »2 is the impedance of the Stripline and »% is the impedance of the Microstrip. The
impedance mismatch will result in 1.8% of the signal to be reflected.
The JEDEC JESD21-C (17) specification for the manufacturing of PC133 SDRAM modules
requires that the impedance control be kept between 50Ω and 65Ω. The JEDEC specification
therefore allows for a maximum of 11% of the signal to be reflected. This system’s impedance
mismatch is therefore well within the JEDEC specification.
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It is necessary to terminate a distributed system using either source or end termination (16).
However LVTTL, drivers typically cannot supply enough current for an end termination (16) and this
is the case with the TigerSHARC IO drivers (this was verified through simulation using Mentor
Graphics Hyperlynx). It is therefore necessary to use series source termination resistors.
It is necessary to place the series resistors as close as possible to the IO driver so that the
resistor and IO driver combination can be considered as a lumped circuit. The analysis performed in
the following paragraph uses data bus bit 7 as an example.
The output impedance of the TigerSHARC IO driver (at 70% drive strength) is calculated
using Hyperlynx to be 8.2Ω. To match the driver impedance to the effective trace impedance (which
is calculated by Hyperlynx to be 59.6Ω), a series resistor of 51.4Ω is therefore required. However, the
driver is too heavily loaded by the attached components to drive the data bus when the 51.4Ω
resistor is included.
A solution was found by decreasing the value of the series resistor to 10Ω. A 10Ω resistor
does not slow the rise time down as much as the 51.4Ω resistor, but the value of the resistor is still
large enough to reduce the overshoot of the signal and prevent damage of the component. Figure
14-4 illustrates the simulated signal waveform for bit 7 of the data bus signal that is driven by the
TigerSHARC and received by the FPGA with a 0 Ω, 10 Ω and 51.4Ω series source resistor. The dotted
lines are the decision levels at 0.7V and 1.8V.
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Data Bus Bit 7 simulation
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Figure 14-4: Simulation of bit 7 of the data bus for three choices of series resistors.

The various high speed signals of the TigerSHARC experience different loading, yet the driver
current drive strength of each signal is the same. It is therefore necessary to uses different resistor
values to condition each of these signals to ensure signal integrity. The method used to determine
the ideal resistor values is described in the following paragraph.
The heaviest loaded signal was identified. The current drive strength setting of the
TigerSHARC was then adjusted so that the signal integrity could be guaranteed. A current drive
strength of 70% was found to be sufficient. An analysis of each of the signal output waveforms was
then performed to determine the value of the source resistors that would ensure signal integrity.
Figure 14-5 illustrates the simulation of data bus bit 63. This signal is only loaded by the two
SDRAM modules, whilst data bus bit 7 (illustrated in Figure 14-4) is loaded by the 512KB flash
memory, FPGA and the two SDRAM modules. The final resistor value chosen for data bus bit 63 is
18Ω.
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Data Bus Bit 63 Simulation
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Figure 14-5: Simulation of Data bus bit 63.

This design uses resistor networks as series resistors in order to minimize the component
size and count. The resistor network values for the TigerSHARC are illustrated in schematic 16 in
Appendix A.
This same method was used to determine the values of the FPGA series resistor networks.
The drive strength of the FPGA data bus is set to 16mA. The SDRAM modules already contain series
resistors and simulations using models of 256MB SDRAM modules from MICRON were performed to
ensure signal integrity. Simulations were also performed on all the other high speed signals in this
design using Hyperlynx in order to guarantee signal integrity on the receiver components.
The crosstalk between two PCB traces can be calculated using the following equation (16):
9µ¹ª¼±½ ¾
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where ¿ Ã 1, D is the distance between the centre of the traces and H is the height above the
ground plane.
The following equation gives an upper bound on the crosstalk:
9µ¹ª¼±½ Ã
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In this system, all the high speed signals are routed with a trace-trace separation of 2.54mm
(20mils). The distance between the centres of the traces is therefore 2.67mm (25mils) and the
height above the ground plane is 0.127mm (5mils). The maximum percentage crosstalk that can be
induced by two parallel traces is calculated from equation (2-5), is 3.8%.
Hyperlynx is capable of performing a crosstalk simulation on adjacent traces. The program
will report a crosstalk violation if a voltage of 150mV or greater is induce on the trace. This is well
below the 0.7V logic low decision level used by the components in this design. The simulation
reported no violations due to crosstalk and therefore routing the high speed signals with a tracetrace separation of 2.54mm (20mils) is deemed to be acceptable.

14.3 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the clock management techniques and the high-speed signal
requirements that enable our system to synchronously interface at 100MHz with 512MB SDRAM via
the SDRAM protocol and at with the FPGA using the TigerSHARC pipelined protocol. In order to
achieve the clock signal synchronization that falls within the TigerSHARC and the memory module’s
specification, use had to be made of a clock skew manager. Furthermore, series source resistor
damping was used to avoid ringing on all the clock signals. Finally, series source resistor networks
were used to condition the waveform of the data bus, address bus and control signals in order to
guarantee signal integrity.
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Power Supply

15

This chapter discusses the power supply configuration of the final prototype. The following
subsections discuss the design of the power distribution network, the power supply protection,
filtering and power supply sequencing.

15.1 Power Distribution Network

In total, 11 separate voltage sources are required for the design. This is a complex challenge
and the following paragraphs describe the method used to overcome this problem.
An analysis was performed to group the different components into the required voltage
sources. The criteria used to group each voltage supply are as follows:
•

The current required by the component.

•

The placement of the component on the PCB.

•

Does the regulator supply analog or digital components?

The analysis revealed that the following voltage supplies could be categorized and presented
as a distribution network, which is illustrated in Figure 15-1.
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TigerSHARC core
1.2V

Unregulated 12V

General 3.3V

TigerSHARC DRAM
1.6V

TigerSHARC IO
2.5V

FPGA core
1.2V

SDRAM 3.3V

DIGITAL 5V

ANALOG 5V

-7V

ANALOG -5V

LCD 5V

Figure 15-1: Power distribution network.

The system was designed so that the power supply regulation could be tested before the
power supply is connected to the PCB power planes and components. To achieve this, a link is used
between the output of each regulator and its power plane to isolate the components from the
regulator. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 15-2. The figure illustrates that the minimal
components, such as the regulator’s input decoupling capacitor, output decoupling capacitor and
biasing circuitry, are placed on the PCB before the link. Further bulk capacitors are placed on the
power plane itself to provide additional decoupling as is required by the components.
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Figure 15-2: Regulator connection scheme.

The following paragraphs detail the power consumption of the components within each
group and detail the choice of regulator for each voltage supply:

TigerSHARC core 1.2V
When operating at 600MHz, the TigerSHARC core requires a maximum current of 2.95 A at
1.2V. Due to the high current consumption, a switching regulator is used to supply the 1.2V. A
switching regulator that can supply a minimum current of 4A would be sufficient for this purpose.
This would ensure that the switching regulator can operate within its limits to ensure reliability. The
TigerSHARC requires a maximum ripple of 60mV on its 1.2V supply.
The Texas Instruments PTH12000LAH (U61) point-of-load switching regulator was chosen to
supply the 1.2V. The power supply operates from 12V, can supply up to 6A and has maximum output
ripple of 20mV. The power supply is illustrated in schematic 23 in Appendix A. Resistor Æij is used to
program the output voltage, although this resistor is omitted as the regulator will default to 1.2V.
The input voltage required by the regulator is 12V. The regulator requires a 100uF input
capacitor (CT53), for which a 100uF electrolytic capacitor with 50V rating was chosen. An output
capacitor of minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet (18). The datasheet recommends
the use of tantalum capacitors with a minimum equivalent series resistance (ESR) of 7mΩ. The AVX
TPS series 100uF capacitor (CT53) with voltage rating of 16 V and an ESR of 60mΩ was chosen for
this design.
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The TigerSHARC engineering EE-179 note (19) recommends a minimum bulk capacitor value
of 470uF with an ESR less than 25mΩ. The AVX TPM series 680uF tantalum capacitor CT55 with a
voltage rating of 6.3V and ESR maximum of 23mΩ is used after the link as a bulk capacitor for the
1.2V plane. A second capacitor (CT56) is placed in parallel to provide further decoupling if needed.
The efficiency of the regulator for a load of 4A is given by the data sheet as 85%. The
datasheet states that when the regulator operates at 1.2V, it will be able to perform reliably within
its full current range of 0-6A at maximum ambient temperature of 85°C. It is therefore necessary to
keep the ambient temperature below 85°C.

TigerSHARC DRAM 1.6V
When operating at 600MHz, the TigerSHARC DRAM requires a maximum current of 0.43 A.
Due to the low current consumption, a thermally efficient low drop-out linear regulator is used to
supply the 1.6V. The TigerSHARC requires a maximum voltage ripple of 60mV. The TigerSHARC
requires that, upon power-up, the DRAM voltage be applied only after the core and IO voltages are
stable. It is therefore necessary to use the regulator that can be controlled by a voltage supervisor
that monitors theses voltage supplies.
The Texas Instruments programmable output TPS77801 regulator was chosen for this
purpose. The regulator has an enhanced power pad under the IC which can be connected to the in
the internal ground plane to enhance heat dissipation. Its maximum load regulation is 3%. At 1.6V
this results in a maximum ripple of 48mV which is below the 60mV required by the TigerSHARC. The
regulator (U60 illustrated in schematic 23 in Appendix A) can supply a maximum or 750mA. It has an
active low enable pin (pin 5) which is connected to the output of the voltage sequencer (the voltage
sequencing is discussed in section 15.3). Resistors Æi`b and Æji are used to program the output
voltage to 1.6V as follows:
*  1.1834 ) À1 #

ÇÈÉ
Â
ÊÇ

By choosing:
Æji =110kΩ
the value of Æi`b is calculated by:
Æi`b  À

UË
i.ilb

< 1Â ) Æji
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Æi`b  38.7kΩ
The closest 1% resistor value is 39kΩ. With this value the output value will be:
* =1.603V
The voltage input is connected to the general 3.3V supply. The efficiency of the supply can
therefore be calculated by the following equation:
UË
=
U£^

Efficiency=

1.6/3.3= 48.4%

Therefore 51.6% of the power ®Î will be dissipated as heat. The total power is given by:
®Î  *®Î ) '®Î
Where
'®Î ¾ '«
Therefore
  0.516 ) *®Î ) '  0.516 ) 3.3 ) 0.43  0.7320
The datasheet (20) states that the regulator can dissipate 2.9W at 25°C, 1.9W at 70°C and
1.5W at 85°C, all with zero airflow. A 0.732 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this
regulator’s capabilities.
A 10uF tantalum capacitor (CT40) with a voltage rating of 10 V is used is an input capacitor.
The output tantalum capacitor is the AVX TPS series 100uF capacitor (CT61) with voltage rating of
16V and a ESR of 60mΩ. The TigerSHARC engineering EE-179 note (19) recommends a minimum bulk
capacitor value of 47uF with an ESR less than 100mΩ to decouple the power plane. The AVX TPM
series 470uF tantalum capacitor CT39 with a voltage rating of 6.3V and ESR maximum of 23mΩ is
used for this purpose.

TigerSHARC IO VCC 2.5V
When operating at 600MHz, the TigerSHARC IO requires a maximum current of 0.15 A. Due
to the low current consumption, a thermally efficient low drop-out linear regulator is required to
supply the 2.5V. The TigerSHARC requires a maximum voltage ripple of 130mV.

The Texas

Instruments fixed output TPS77825 regulator was chosen for this supply. The regulator has
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enhanced power pad under the component which can be connected to the in the internal ground
plane to enhance heat dissipation. Its maximum load regulation is 3%. At 2.5V this results in a
maximum ripple of 75mV which is below the 130mV required by the TigerSHARC. The regulator can
supply a maximum of 750mA. The regulator (U55) is illustrated in schematic 23 in Appendix A. It has
an active low enable pin (pin 5) which is connected to GND, as it is always enabled.
The voltage input is connected to the general 3.3V supply. The efficiency of the supply can
therefore be calculated by the following equation:
UË
=
U£^

Efficiency=

2.5/3.3= 75.7%

Therefore 24.3% of the power ®Î will be dissipated as heat. The total power is given by:
®Î  *®Î ) '®Î
Where
'®Î ¾ '«
Therefore
  0.243 ) *®Î ) '  0.243 ) 3.3 ) 0.15  0.1200
The datasheet (20) states that the regulator can dissipate 2.9W at 25°C, 1.9W at 70°C and
1.5W at 85°C all with zero airflow. A 0.12 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this regulator’s
capabilities.
A 10uF tantalum capacitor (CT38) with a voltage rating of 10 V is used as an input capacitor.
The output tantalum capacitor is the AVX TPS series 100uF capacitor (CT37) with voltage rating of
16V and an ESR of 60mΩ. The TigerSHARC engineering EE-179 note (19) recommends a minimum
bulk capacitor value of 100uF with an ESR less than 100mΩ to decouple the power plane. The AVX
TPM series 470uF tantalum capacitor (CT60) with a voltage rating of 6.3V and ESR maximum of
23mΩ is used after the link as a bulk capacitor for the 2.5V power plane.
Analog VA 5V
The devices that are connected to the analog 5V supply require approximately 200mA. Due
to this low current consumption, a linear regulator can be used to supply the 5V. The Texas
Instruments fixed output TLV1117-50CKVUR linear regulator (U14) was chosen for this purpose. The
regulator package is enhanced to dissipate the heat effectively and its’ maximum voltage ripple is
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15mV. The regulator can supply a maximum or 800mA and is illustrated in schematic 13 in Appendix
A.
The voltage input is connected to the general 12V supply. The efficiency of the supply can
therefore be calculated by the following equation:
UË
=
U£^

Efficiency=

5/12= 41.6%

Therefore 58.4% of the power ®Î will be dissipated as heat. The total power is given by:
®Î  *®Î ) '®Î
Where
'®Î ¾ '«
Therefore
  0.584 ) *®Î ) '  0.584 ) 12 ) 0.2  1.4W
The datasheet (20) states that the regulator can dissipate 3.3W at 25°C , 1.8W at 70 °C and
1.3W at 85°C, all with zero airflow. A 1.4 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this regulator’s
capabilities if the ambient temperature is kept low.
The regulator uses a 10uF input capacitor (CT26) with a 25V rating. An output capacitor of
minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet (21). Accordingly, an AVX TPS series 100uF
capacitor (CT25) with voltage rating of 16 V is used on the output. A series shunt inductor (L5), with
an impedance of 600Ω at 100MHz is used to further filter the power supply. The inductor also
connects the power supply to the 5V analog plane, and a further 100uF tantalum capacitor (CT31) is
placed on the analog power plane as a bulk capacitor.
The datasheet recommends the use of a diode between the output and input pins to protect
the regulator if the input is instantaneously shorted to ground. The datasheet recommends using the
1N4002 diode. However, this diode is a through-hole component, therefore the equivalent surface
mount diode, the US1B (22) is used in our design.
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LCD 5V
The total current required by the LCD is approximately 260mA. Due to the low current
consumption, a linear regulator can be used to supply the 5V. The Texas Instruments fixed output
TLV1117-50CKVUR regulator was chosen for this supply. This is the same device used to supply the
analog +5V described in the previous section. The regulator (U9) is illustrated in schematic 13 in
Appendix A.
Since the voltage input is again the general 12V supply, the efficiency is also 41.6%.The total
power dissipated by heat is given by:
  0.584 ) *®Î ) '  0.584 ) 12 ) 0.26  1.8W
The datasheet states that the regulator can dissipate 3.3W at 25°C, 1.8W at 70°C and 1.3W
at 85°C all with zero airflow. A 1.8 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this regulator’s
capabilities if the ambient temperature is kept low.
The same input (CT23) and output (CT24) capacitors chosen for the analog 5V configuration
are again employed here, as recommended in the datasheet (21). An input short protection diode is
also included as before.

Digital Vcc 5V
The total current required for the digital +5V supply is approximately 200mA. As in the
previous two sections, the Texas Instruments fixed output TLV1117-50CKVUR linear regulator (U13)
was chosen for this for this purpose. The regulator is illustrated in schematic 13 in Appendix A and is
again fed from the general 12V supply and hence the efficiency is again 41.6%.
Therefore 58.4% of the power ®Î will be dissipated as heat. The total power dissipated by heat is
given by:
  0.584 ) *®Î ) '  0.584 ) 12 ) 0.2  1.40
The datasheet (20) states that the regulator can dissipate 3.3W at 25°C , 1.8W at 70°C and
1.3W at 85°C all with zero airflow. A 1.4 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this regulator’s
capabilities if the ambient temperature is kept low.
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The same input (CT23) and output (CT24) capacitors chosen for the analog 5V and the LCD
5V configuration are again employed here, as recommended in the datasheet (21). An input short
protection diode is also again included. A further capacitor (CT32) with voltage rating of 16V is used
after the link as a bulk capacitor for the VCC 5V power plane.

Negative -7.4V
A voltage supply of less than -7V is required to supply the analog -5V regulator. The Texas
Instruments PTN78000A point-of-load switching regulator (U26) was chosen to provide the -7.4V
supply. The regulator operates from 12V, can supply up to 1.5A and has a maximum output ripple of
10mV. The power supply is illustrated in schematic 13 in Appendix A. Resistor Æi is used to program
the output voltage to be -7.4V. The regulator uses a 100uF electrolytic capacitor (CT53) with a 50V
rating in parallel with two 4.7uF ceramic capacitors (C204 and C205) as input capacitors. An output
capacitor (CT43) of minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet (23) and hence, a 100uF
electrolytic capacitor with 50V rating.
A series shunt inductor (L9) with an impedance of 600Ω at 100MHz is used to further filter
the power supply and to connect the -7.4V to input of the -5V analog regulator.
The efficiency of the supply is given by the datasheet (23) as 85%. The datasheet states that
when the regulator operates at -7.4V, then the regulator will be able to operate reliability when
supplying the required 50mA to the -5V regulator at maximum ambient temperature of 85°C.

Analog VA -5V
The total current required for the Analog -5V supply is approximately 50mA. Due to this low
current consumption, the Texas Instruments fixed output µA79M05CKTPR linear regulator (U21) is
used. The regulator package is enhanced to dissipate the heat more effectively and the regulator’s
maximum output voltage ripple is 50mV. The regulator can supply a maximum of 500mA and is
illustrated in schematic 13 in Appendix A.
The regulator input is connected to the -7.4V supply. The efficiency of the supply can
therefore be calculated by the following equation:
UË
=
U£^

Efficiency=

5/7.4= 67.5%
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Therefore 32.5% of the power ®Î will be dissipated as heat. The total power is given by:
®Î  *®Î ) '®Î
Where
'®Î ¾ '«
Therefore
  0.325 ) *®Î ) '  0.325 ) 7.4 ) 0.05  0.120
The datasheet (24) states that the regulator can dissipate 3.57W at 25°C, 1.96W at 70°C and
1.42W at 85°C all with zero airflow. A 0.12 W heat dissipation is therefore well within this regulator’s
capabilities.
The regulator uses a 10uF input capacitor (CT29) with a 25V rating. An output capacitor of
minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet (24). The AVX TPS series 100uF capacitor (CT30)
with voltage rating of 16 V is used on the output. A series shunt inductor (L6) with an impedance of
600Ω at 100MHz is used to further filter the power supply. The inductor is also used to connect the
power supply to the -5V analog plane. A further 100uF tantalum capacitor (CT32) is placed on the
analog power plane as a bulk capacitor.

SDRAM VCC 3.3V
The Kingston memory modules used for this design consume 4.323W each (14). Therefore a
3.3V volt regulator that can supply a minimum of power 8.646W and a current of 2.62A is required.
The Texas Instruments PTH12000WAH point-of-load switching regulator (U53) was chosen for this
purpose because it can operate from 12V and can supply 6A with a maximum output ripple of 20mV.
The power supply is illustrated in schematic 23 in Appendix A. Resistor Æa is chosen as 2kΩ to
program the output voltage to 3.3V. The datasheet (18) states that by choosing Æa  2½Ω, the
output will be set to 3.3V. The required input capacitor (CT35) is a 100uF electrolytic capacitor with a
50V rating. An output capacitor of minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet as well as the
use of tantalum capacitors with a minimum equivalent series resistance (ESR) of 7mΩ. The AVX TPS
series 100uF capacitor (CT36) with voltage rating of 16 V and an ESR of 60mΩ were therefore chosen
as the output capacitor. The AVX TPM series 470uF tantalum capacitor (CT49, 50, 57, 59) with a
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voltage rating of 6.3V and ESR maximum of 23mΩ are used as bulk capacitors for the 3.3V plane.
These capacitors are optional and are not soldered on the PCB.
The efficiency of the supply for a load of 4A is given by the datasheet as 85%. The datasheet
states that when the regulator operates at 3.3V, it will be able to operate reliably within the current
range of 0-4A at maximum ambient temperature of 85°C. The maximum ambient temperature then
decreases linearly to 65°C for a maximum load of 6A. It is therefore necessary to keep the ambient
temperature below 85°C when using this regulator.

General VCC 3.3V
It is estimated that approximately 1A would be required for the general 3.3V supply.
However, to operate from a 12V supply with a linear regulator is only 27.5% efficient. Therefore the
Texas Instruments PTH08080WAH point of load switching regulator (U29) was chosen to supply the
general 3.3V. This regulator operates from 12V, can supply up to 2.25A and has maximum output
ripple of 15mV. The power supply is illustrated in schematic 10 in Appendix A. Resistor Æ_` , chosen
to be 1.8½Ω (18), is used to program the output voltage to 3.38V. The input voltage required by the
regulator is 12V. The input capacitor (CT12) is a 100uF electrolytic capacitor with 50V rating. An
output capacitor of minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet, as well as the use of
tantalum capacitors with a minimum equivalent series resistance (ESR) of 7mΩ. The AVX TPS series
100uF capacitor (CT42) with voltage rating of 16 V and a ESR of 60mΩ was chosen for this design.
The AVX TPM series 470uF tantalum capacitor (CT13) with a voltage rating of 10V and ESR maximum
of 23mΩ is used as bulk capacitor for the 3.3V plane.
The efficiency of the supply for a load of 2A is given by the data sheet as 92%. The datasheet
states that, when the regulator operates at 3.3V, it will be able to operate reliably within the current
range of 0-2.25A at maximum ambient temperature of 85°C.
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FPGA VCC 1.2V
The Altera Excel-based PowerPlay Power Estimator was used to estimate that the maximum
current required for the FPGA core is approximately 0.41A. To operate from a 12V input, a switching
regulator is required. The Texas Instruments PTH12000LAH point-of-load switching regulator (U25)
was chosen to supply the 1.2V because it can operate from 12V can supply up to 6A and has
maximum output ripple of 20mV. The power supply is illustrated in schematic 10 in Appendix A.
Resistor Æiil is used to program the output voltage, however the resistor can be omitted as the
regulator will default to 1.2V. The regulator uses a 100uF electrolytic capacitor with 50V rating
(CT14) as input capacitor. An output capacitor of minimally 100uF is recommended by the datasheet
(18) as well as the use of tantalum capacitors with a minimum equivalent series resistance (ESR) of
7mΩ. The AVX TPS series 100uF capacitor (CT15) with voltage rating of 16 V and a ESR of 60mΩ was
chosen for this design. The AVX TPM series 680uF tantalum capacitor (CT47 and CT48) with a voltage
rating of 6.3V and ESR maximum of 23mΩ is used after the link as a bulk capacitor for the 1.2V plane.
The efficiency of the supply for a load of 4A is given by the data sheet as 85%. The datasheet
states that when the regulator operates at 1.2V, the regulator will be able to operate reliability
within its full current range of 0-6A at maximum ambient temperature of 85°C. It is therefore
necessary to keep the ambient temperature below 85°C.

15.2 Power Supply Protection and Filtering

This section describes the method used to connect the 12V unregulated power plane on the
PCB to an external Power supply. First it is necessary to determine the total power required by the
board. The peripheral board consumed a total of 600mA from its 12V supply. The total power
consumed by the peripheral board is therefore 7.2W.
The total power consumed can be calculated by summing the peripheral board power and
the power required by the voltage supplies of the final prototype that were not included on the
peripheral board. This calculation is illustrated in Table 15-1.
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Voltage Supplies
Voltage [V] Current [A] Power [W]
TigerSHARC 1.2V
1.2
2.95
3.54
TigerSHARC 1.6V (coupled to 3.3V)
3.3
0.43
1.419
TigerSHARC 2.5V (coupled to 3.3V)
3.3
0.15
0.495
SDRAM 3.3V
3.3
1.31
4.323
Fan1
12
0.05
0.6
Fan2
12
0.05
0.6
Peripheral board
12
0.6
7.2
Total
18.17
Table 15-1: Power requirement of various elements of the final prototype.

The final prototype would therefore consume a maximum of 18.17W. Therefore a 12V
power supply that can supply 1.6A would be required. However, to ensure that such a power supply
would operate reliably and to allow for a margin of error in the calculation of the power
requirements, a 12V power supply that can supply a minimum of 3A is used
The power supply connectors, protection and filtering are illustrated in schematic 2 in
Appendix A. A DC power connector (U48) with a current rating of 3.5A is used to connect an external
power source to the PCB. The +12V output of the connector is connected in series to a panel
mounted switch (U64). The switch is not yet implemented on the prototype, however.
The output of the switch is connected to 20mm fuse connector (U7). The fuse used is rated
at 3.5A. The output of the fuse is connected through a ST STPS745G power Schottky rectifier diode
(U15), which ensures that the power can only be connected with the correct polarity to the board.
The diode has an average forward current rating of 7.5A and a maximum forward voltage of 0.57V
(25).
The output of the diode is connected to one coil of a common mode choke (U49), the output
of which is then connected to the PCB +12V plane. The ground connection of the DC connector is
connected to the second coil of the common mode choke and the output which is then connected to
the PCB digital ground plane.
The common mode choke filters high frequency noise from the power supply. The choke has
an impedance of 700Ω at 100MHz and a current rating of 5A (26). The choke used has the highest
impedance, with the appropriate current rating, out of the range of chokes available from the
supplier.
The total current required consumed by the final prototype was measured and found to be
1.4A. The total power consumed is therefore 16.8W.
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15.3 Power Supply Sequencing

The TigerSHARC DSP requires that, upon power up, the DRAM 1.6 volts must be turned on
only once the core 1.2V and IO 2.5V are stable. As is illustrated in Figure 15-1, the 2.5V and 1.6V are
coupled to the general 3.3V supply.
The PTH08080 3.3.V regulator, used for the general supply, has an internal soft start
mechanism to limit the in rush current at start up. Upon power up, the PTH08080 3.3V power supply
will take approximately 5ms to stabilize once the regulator input voltage reaches 4.5V. The 1.6V and
2.5V regulators are coupled to the 3.3V supply; these regulators will stabilize within 0.8ms after the
enable pins are asserted. Since the 2.5V supply is always enabled, the 2.5V regulator will essentially
switch on and stabilize at the same time as the 3.3V supply.
The PTH12000LAH 1.2.V regulator has an internal soft start mechanism to limit in rush
current at start up. Upon power up the PTH12000LAH 1.2.V power supply will take approximately
12.5ms to stabilize once the regulator input reaches 10.8V.
The MAXIM MAX6898AALT adjustable voltage sequencer is used to sequence the activation
of the 1.6V regulator. The MAX6898AALT (U52) can operate from a wide power supply range (1.5V
to 5.5V) and has an adjustable capacitor delay. The MAX6898AALT (illustrated in schematic 23 in
Appendix A) is configured to operate from the general 3.3V and will begin to operate 2ms after the
power supply voltage reaches 1.5V.
From the above explanations, it is clear that the 3.3V and 2.5V will stabilize first,
approximately 6ms after power up. It is therefore sufficient to monitor only the 1.2V supply, since
this will take significantly longer (12.5ms) to stabilize.
The MAX6898AALT has an internal threshold 0.5V, when the monitoring voltage decreases
to 5mV below the 0.5V threshold, then the MAX6898AALT will de assert the enable output.
The MAX6898AALT is configured to monitor the 1.2V source. The resistor divider sets the
monitoring voltage to 76% of the 1.2V source. The minimum input voltage is 0.66V (approximately
0.5x1.2V). The 1.2V (when stable) will be seen as 0.92V on the monitoring input pin. This allows 0.4V
threshold between the input threshold of the MAX6898AALT.
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It is unknown how long it will take for the 1.2V output to reach 0.66V. The worst case scenario would
be that it reaches 0.66V instantaneously. Then the timing margin would be reduced by at the most
12.5ms. It is therefore necessary to compensate for this unknown factor.
A 6.9nF capacitor (C138) is chosen to introduce a delay of 27.6ms. The delay is calculated
using the following equation in the datasheet (27):
ª$Ñ  9il ) 4 # 40 ) 10Yl "´

A worst case scenario, where the 1.2V switches on instantaneously, there is still a 27.6ms12.5ms=15.1ms margin in the timing.
To summarise, the timing of the voltage sequencing will be as follows:
•

If the 12V unregulated source has reached 4.5V, then the 3.3V and 2.5V will stabilize
after 6ms.

•

If the 12V unregulated source has reached 10.8V, then the 1.2V will stabilize after
12.5ms.

•

If the 3.3V source has reached 1.5V and the 1.2V source has reached 0.66V, the
enable output will be asserted after 27.6ms.

Upon power up, the reset manager (described in section 12.1) will assert a system reset
pulse of 200ms duration after a stable 3.3V supply has been achieved. The power sequencing will
therefore be complete before this pulse terminates.

15.4 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the complex task of supplying power to all the components of the
design. In total 11 regulators were required. The final prototype operates from one 12V source and
utilizes approximately 16.8W.
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16

Schematic Capture and PCB layout

This chapter discusses the schematic capture and the design of the PCB layout in the
following subsections for the final prototype system.

16.1 Schematic Capture

The Mentor Graphics DX Designer software package was used in this design to capture all
schematics. The project files are included on the DVD that accompanies this thesis. The schematics
are illustrated in Appendix A, and a higher resolution PDF document is included on the DVD.
The bill of materials used in our design is illustrated in Appendix C on page 201. The final
component count is 581. The majority of the components are decoupling capacitors and resistors
used in the design.

16.2 PCB Layout

The PCB layout was designed using the Mentor Graphics Pads Layout software package.
Although, the package is very powerful, it does not have any built-in component footprint libraries
and it was therefore necessary to either generate the footprints or to import them from other PCB
layout software packages.
It is possible to simulate the entire PCB design with the Mentor Graphics Hyperlynx board
simulation software package. This was used for our design to ensure the successful operation of the
PCB before it was manufactured. In total, only two PCBs were designed, one for the peripheral
board and one for the prototype board, both of which worked correctly the first time. Only the final
prototype’s PCB manufacturing layers are included in Appendix B on page 190. The original Gerber
files as well as the project files for both PCBs are included on the DVD that accompanies this thesis.
The routing of a PCB design, with a high speed 64-bit data and a 24-bit address bus, 13 high
speed control signals and 7 high speed clock signals is a very challenging task, which is complicated
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not only by the fact that you have to adhere to the high speed signalling requirements (as described
in section 14.2), but also by the fact that components often do not align the pins of related signals.
The task can be made easier by increasing the number of routing layers, but the cost of
manufacturing the PCB increases dramatically as more layers are used. To keep the costs of this
design down the absolute minimum of 6 layers is used in the final prototype. By comparison, the
Analog Devices development board uses a 14-layer PCB.
It is essential to route the components with the same scheduling and to keep the stubs to
each component as short as possible to ensure that each component experiences a similar degree of
loading on the trace. If one does not adhere to this, unwanted effects such as ringing can occur,
which can lead to multiple crossings of the logic decision levels and therefore signal integrity
problems.
There is a constant trade-off between the arrangement of the components on the PCB and
complexity of routing the bus signals. Through an iterative process, involving numerous routing
attempts followed by simulations, an optimal component placement was found that would
guarantee the successful operation of the final prototype.
The optimal placement of the high speed components such as the TigerSHARC, SDRAM modules 0
and 1, and the FPGA, as well as the peripheral components, is illustrated in
Figure 16-1. This arrangement allows the high speed signals to be scheduled in the following
manner: the TigerSHARC to the SDRAM module 0, the SDRAM module 0 to the SDRAM module 1,
the SDRAM module 1 to the FPGA, and finally the FPGA to the Flash memory.
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Figure 16-1: The PCB component arrangements.

The arrangement of the peripheral components is determined by the system they belong to.
The audio components are placed on the right, the power connections are placed at the top right,
the Compact Flash at the top of the board to allow ease of removal, the USB interface is placed on
the left, the LCD and push buttons interface are placed at the bottom (at the front of the enclosure).
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All the techniques with regards to the high-speed signalling (discussed in chapter 14) have
been employed in the PCB design. All high speed signals have been routed with a 0.127mm (5 mills)
width, to ensure a trace impedance of 59Ω, and a trace separation of 2.54mm (20mils) to nullify the
influence of cross-talk. All the clock traces have been routed with a trace length tolerance of +15.86mm (125mils).
The low speed signals are routed with a 0.127mm (5 mills) trace width and separation. The
internal routing layers are routed in perpendicular directions to nullify any unwanted effects such as
crosstalk between these layers.
The signal traces use vias with a pad size of 0.55mm and a drill size of 0.25mm. Larger vias
with a pad size of 1.6mm and a drill size of 0.95mm are used to connect the regulators to the
internal power planes. The traces that are connected to the regulators are routed with a 0.762mm
(30mils) trace width to account for the higher currents. At this width, for a current of 3A, the trace
temperature will be 30°C (28). The traces that connect the power supply pins of the various
components are routed with a width of 0.254mm (10mils). At this width, for a current of 1.2A
ampere, the trace temperature will be 30°C (28). All of the above current ratings are well above the
maximum currents that are required by each of the component supply pins.
Separate power planes are used for each supply. This reduces the possibility of ground
loops, and the capacitive coupling of the power and ground planes improve the power supply
decoupling. In particular, separate digital and analog ground planes and supplies are used for the
audio system. Only the analog signal routing and components are placed above or underneath the
analog planes to ensure that no noise from the digital switching components is induced in the
sensitive audio components. The analog ground plane is connected to the digital ground at one point
beneath the codec through a zero ohm resistor.
All the tolerances used for this PCB are within the manufacturers (TRAX) capabilities. The
final PCB was manufactured with a gold finish. This is necessary as TigerSHARC is a 576 pin ball grid
array (BGA) device, and by using a gold finish the reliability of the soldering process for this device
improves.
Figure 16-2 illustrates the PCB layout of final prototype (with a component count of 581)
with all the routing layers super-imposed as one layer. For clarity, the ground and power planes are
not shown in this figure.
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Figure 16-2: The four signal layers superimposed to illustrate the overall PCB design.
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A photograph of the final prototype is illustrated in Figure 16-3
16 3.. The audio line–out
line out is at the
top-right,
top right, the audio lineline-in
in is bellow the line
line-out,
out, the microphone inputs are below the RCA
connectors
connectors, the USB is on the left of the PCB
PCB,, the Compact Flash card is at the top, the power
connection is at the top right, the SDRAM is in the middle and the TigerSHARC is underneath the
Fan.
Fan

Figure 16-3:
16 : The final prototype.

A photograph of the underneath side of the PCB is illustrated in Figure 16-4
16 4 on the following page.
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Figure 16
16-4
4: The bottom view of the final prototype.
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16.3 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described the techniques used to successfully develop the initial peripheral
board as well as the final prototype board. This PCB layout was one of the most challenging aspects
of this design. It was complicated not only by the fact that the routing required the adherence to
high speed design guidelines, but also by the fact that the system uses a 64-bit data bus, a 24-bit
address bus, 13 high speed control signals, 7 high speed clock signals as well all the other
components signals. The final prototype PCB had a total of 6 layers, which include a ground layer, a
power layer and four signal layers.
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17

Software

This chapter describes the software drivers and code that have been written to demonstrate
the operation of the prototype system. The software is described by first presenting the lower level
functions, and then the higher level functions. All the software has been written in ANSI C and is
included on the DVD that accompanies this thesis.

17.1 Communication with the FPGA

Communication with the memory mapped registers within the FPGA can be achieved by
means of the following functions. All the FPGA memory mapped registers are defined in the
‘FPGA_def.h’ header file.

Function: read_fpga
Prototype:

unsigned int read_fpga(unsigned int address)

Location:

“mainA.c”

Description:

Reads the data from the specified address within the FPGA as defined in the
“FPGA_def.h” header file.

Function: write_fpga
Prototype:

void write_fpga(unsigned int address, unsigned int data)

Location:

“mainA.c”

Description:

Writes to the specified address within the FPGA as defined in the “FPGA_def.h”
header file.

The software that is described in the following sections makes use of these two procedures
to communicate to the FPGA.
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17.2 FPGA SPI module

Communication with the PGA and CODEC configuration registers occurs by means of the
following functions. All the PGA and CODEC registers are defined in the ‘FPGA_def.h’ header file and
the functions stated below are in ‘spi.c’.
Function: PGA_write
Prototype:

void PGA_write(unsigned int data[2])

Location:

“spi.c”

Description:

Writes 2x16-bits (data[0] and data[1)] to PGA0 and PGA1.

Function: codec_ spi_write
Prototype: void codec_spi_write(unsigned int address, unsigned int data)
Location: “spi.c”
Description:

Writes the 10-bit data to the internal configuration registers within the codec. The 4
bit address is the address of the internal register defined in the codec datasheet
(29).

Function: codec_ spi_read
Prototype: unsigned int codec_spi_read(unsigned int address)
Location: “spi.c”
Description:

Reads the 10-bit data from the internal configuration registers within the codec.
The 4 bit address is the address of the internal register defined in the codec
datasheet (29).
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Function: codec_setup
Prototype: void codec_setup(void)
Location: “spi.c”
Description:

This function initializes the internal registers of the codec to operate in the
following mode:

Sampling Frequency: 48KHz
Sampling resolution: 16-bit
Serial mode: I2S
DAC1L and DAC1R channels are configured as on, and DAC(3:2)L and DAC(3:2)R are muted.
The DAC1L and DAC1R volume registers are set to zero attenuation.
ADC1 is configured in differential mode and ADC2 is configured in single ended mode.
ADC1 and ADC2 gain is set to 0dB gain.
The filter is set is set to high pass mode.
Function: setup_pgas
Prototype: void setup_pgas (void)
Location: “spi.c”
Description:

This function the initializes PGAs.

Both PGAS are configured to operate in the following mode:

Gain: 40dB
Zero crossing detector enabled.
DC servo enabled.
GPO0: on, i.e. the green LED is switched on.
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17.3 Audio Driver

This section describes the operation of the Audio Driver.
Function: audio_setup
Prototype: void audio_setup( void )
Location: “audio.c”
Description:

This function initializes the audio driver. It calls the codec initialization, configures
the FPGA audio module and sets up the audio module interrupt service routine,
which is described next. The FPGA audio module is configured to interrupt when 256
samples have been received.

Function: audio_dma
Prototype: void audio_dma( void )
Location: “audio.c”
Description:

This function is the audio module interrupt service routine. It initializes the DMA0
channel to perform a 2 dimensional chained DMA transfer of the audio. The DMA
transfer will transfer 4 input audio channels to internal memory from the FPGA. It
will then transfer the 2 output audio channel data to the FPGA. It is configured to
transfer 256 samples per channel. Once the DMA is complete it will trigger an
interrupt. This interrupt is serviced by the audio driver interrupt service routine.

Function: audio_driver
Prototype: void audio_driver( void )
Location: “audio.c”
Description:

This function is the audio DMA interrupt service routine. This function is responsible
for mapping the audio channels to the output channels. This function would be a
good starting point for future work as routines such as a fast Fourier transform could
be performed here after the data has audio arrived.
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17.4 PIC18F4550 and LCD Asynchronous Interface

Function: init_assync_inteface
Prototype: void init_assync_inteface ( void )
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function initializes the FPGA asynchronous module with the timing values as
defined “FPGA_def.H“ and as described in section 8.1.

Function: write_pic
Prototype: void write_pic(int data)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function writes 8-bit data to the PIC18F4550. Communication to the
PIC18F4550 occurs by sending two packets of 8-bit data. The function needs to be
called twice. The first call must send the address and the next call must send the
data.

Function: read_pic
Prototype: int data read_pic(int address)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function reads 8-bit data from the PIC18F4550 from the internal variable
specified by the address.

Function: write_LCD
Prototype: void write_LCD(int data)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function writes 8-bit data the LCD display DRAM.
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Function: read_LCD
Prototype: int read_LCD(void)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function reads 8-bit data from the LCD display DRAM.

Function: read_LCD_RS
Prototype: int read_LCD_RS(void)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function reads the LCD busy flag.

Function: write_LCD_RS
Prototype: int write_LCD_RS(int data)
Location: “assync_inteface.c”
Description:

This function writes 8-bit data to the LCD’s internal registers.

17.5 Push-Buttons
Function: push_buttons
Prototype: void push_buttons(void)
Location: “audio.c”
Description:

This is the interrupt service routine for the push buttons. This function in its current
implementation changes the mapping of the audio outputs when a button is
pressed.
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17.6 Compact Flash Interface and File System
Function: init_cf_80
Prototype: void init_cf_80(void)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function initializes the FPGA Compact Flash module to operate with a 80ns read
and write cycle.

Function: init_cf_250
Prototype: void init_cf_250(void)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function initializes the FPGA Compact Flash module to operate with a 250ns
read and write cycle.

Function: write_cf_common
Prototype: void write_cf_common(int address, int data)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function writes the data to the specified common memory address within the
Compact Flash as described in section 7.1.

Function: read_cf_common
Prototype: int read_cf_common(int address)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function is reads the data from the specified common memory address within
the Compact Flash as described in section 7.1.
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Function: write_cf_attr
Prototype: void write_cf_attr(int address, int data)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function is writes the data to the specified attribute memory address within the
Compact Flash as described in section 7.1 (the interface must be in 250ns mode).

Function: read_cf_attr
Prototype: int read_cf_common(int address)
Location: “compactflash.c”
Description:

This function is reads the data from the specified attribute memory address within
the Compact Flash as described in section 7.1 (the interface must be in 250ns mode).

File System
An implementation of a FAT32 file system that is available from Analog Devices has been
used in this project. The file system provides the following standard ANSI C file commands that are
located in “filelib.c”:
•

fopen()

•

fread()

•

fwrite()

•

fseek()

•

fclose()

•

frename()

•

fdelete()

•

fsearch()

•

fcloselist()

•

fcreatedir()

File system reads are sector based, and the current 512 byte sector is buffered internally.
Since the TigerSHARC does not support byte operations in the external SDRAM, it is necessary to
place the sector buffer (called “buffers”) in the internal memory. The buffer is defined in the
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“global.h” header file and is place in the “data1” internal memory location. The file system also
keeps a copy of the FAT table in memory. This buffer, called “fat_chain” is placed in the SDRAM bank
0. The buffer is defined in ”fat32base.c”.
The file system hardware layer is located in “ide_access.c”. The Compact Flash readsectors()
command (see extract in Appendix D) can transfer up to 256 sectors to the TigerSHARC. The file
system, however, reads a single sector each time and the maximum transfer using this method is
only 2.5MB/s. The interface was improved by reading all 256 sectors from the Compact Flash and
placing them in a buffer. The hardware layer is modified to first check whether the desired sector is
located within this buffer. If it is not then the required sector and the following 255 sectors are
transferred into the buffer. This results in an improved transfer rate of 12.5MB/s for reads that
involve consecutive sectors.
The following two functions are used by the file system to transfer data between the
Compact Flash and buffers.

Function: fnIDE_Buffer256Sector
Prototype: int fnIDE_Buffer256Sector(WORD *buf,DWORD LBALocation)
Location: “ide_access.c”
Description:

This function first checks to see if the required 512 byte sector is within the 256x512
byte internal buffer, if not, then the required sector and the following 255 sectors
are transferred into the internal buffer. The required sector is transferred into the
buffer which is pointed to by *buf. This results in an improved transfer rate of
12.5MB/s. Transfers between the FPGA and the buffer occur via DMA to improve
the data throughput. DMA3 is used for this purpose. The logic block address (LBA) is
used by the file system to define the location of the sector. This function will return
a non-zero value if an error has occurred.
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Function: fnIDE_WriteBufferSector
Prototype: int fnIDE_WriteBufferSector(WORD *buf,DWORD LBALocation,BYTE count)
Location: “ide_access.c”
Description:

This function writes the internal sector to the Compact Flash. It has not been
optimized. The logic block address (LBA) is used by the file system to define the
location of the sector. “count” is the number of sectors to be transferred (max=256).
However the file system only transfers one sector at a time. This needs to be
improved for future work.This function will return a non-zero value if an error has
occurred.

Function: fnSystemInit()
Prototype: void fnSystemInit(void)
Location: “filelib.c”
Description:

This function initializes the file system by loading the Compact Flash parameters and
file allocation table from the Compact Flash.

17.7 TigerSHARC and SDRAM Initialization

Function: inita
Prototype: void inita( void )
Location: “inita.c”
Description:

This function initializes the TigerSHARC system configuration (SYSCON) and the
SDRAM configuration (SDRCON) registers as described in chapter 13.
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Function: TEST_SDRAM0
Prototype: int TEST_SDRAM0(void)
Location: “SDRAM_test.c”
Description:

This function tests the SDRAM bank 0 SDRAM module as follows: Write
incrementing values and then verify incrementing values at each address.
Write “FFFFFFFF” (all bits high) and then verify ”FFFFFFFF” at each address.
Write “AAAAAAAA” ” (bits alternate high-low) and then verify ”AAAAAAAA”
at each address. Write “55555555” (bits alternate low-high) and then verify
“55555555” at each address.

Function: TEST_SDRAM1
Prototype: int TEST_SDRAM1(void)
Location: “SDRAM_test.c”
Description:

This function tests the SDRAM bank 1 SDRAM module in the same manner as
TEST_SDRAM0.
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17.8 USB Keyboard and Mouse

The PIC18F4550 is used to act as a composite USB device that in turn implements a USB
human interface device (HID) keyboard and an HID mouse (30). The mouse HID class driver, which is
included onboard the PIC18F4550, sends a three byte report descriptor via the USB protocol to the
PC containing the relative position and button information for a mouse. The report descriptor is
illustrated in Table 17-1. Column 1 is the byte number, column 2 is the bit field, column 3 is the “C”
variable name within the PIC18F4550 code and column 4 gives a description of the data.
Byte
0

1
2

Bit
Variable name
Description
0
Mouse_buffer0 Button 1
‘1’=depressed
1
Button 2
‘1’=depressed
2
Button 3
‘1’=depressed
3 to 7
Reserved
0 to 7 Mouse_buffer1 X displacement {-127,+127}
0 to 7 Mouse_buffer2 Y displacement {-127,+127}
Table 17-1: HID Mouse Report Descriptor.

The keyboard HID class driver, which is included onboard the PIC18F4550, sends an 8 byte
report descriptor via the USB protocol to the PC containing the relative information for a keyboard.
The report descriptor is illustrated in Table 17-2. Column 1 is the byte number, column 2 is the “C”
variable name and column 3 gives a description of the data.
Byte
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variable name
Description
Keyboad_buffer[0] Modifier keys
Keyboad_buffer[1]
Reserved
Keyboad_buffer[2]
Key Code1
Keyboad_buffer[3]
Key Code2
Keyboad_buffer[4]
Key Code3
Keyboad_buffer[5]
Key Code4
Keyboad_buffer[6]
Key Code5
Keyboad_buffer[7]
Key Code6
Table 17-2: HID Keyboard Descriptor.

Once the mouse and keyboard report descriptor have been updated, it is necessary to tell
the USB driver that there is new data that can be transmitted to the PC. This is done by using the
following two functions:
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Function: Emulate_Keyboard
Prototype: void Emulate_Keyboard(void)
Location: “usermouse.c” in microchip C code.
Description:

This function tells the USB driver that there is new data keyboard available to
transmit to the PC. The USB driver will then transmit the keyboard report descriptor
to the PC.

Function: Emulate_Mouse
Prototype: void Emulate_Mouse(void)
Location: “usermouse.c” in microchip C code.
Description:

This function tells the USB driver that there is new mouse data available to transmit
to the PC. The USB driver will then transmit the mouse report descriptor to the PC.

The function assync_interface() located in “Main.c” in the microchip code is used to receive
data and commands from the TigerSHARC and to send data back to the TigerSHARC. The
communication between the TigerSHARC occurs in two byte packets. The first is the command and
the second is the data byte. Table 17-3 illustrates the decoding of each command.
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R/W Command
Description
W
0xff
Disable Mouse and Keyboard communication
W
0x11
Disable Mouse communication
W
0x22
Enable Mouse communication
W
0x33
Enable Keyboard communication
W
0x44
Disable Keyboard communication
W
0x0
Load keyboard_buffer[0] with data packet
W
0x1
Load keyboard_buffer[1] with data packet
W
0x2
Load keyboard_buffer[2] with data packet
W
0x3
Load keyboard_buffer[3] with data packet
W
0x4
Load keyboard_buffer[4] with data packet
W
0x5
Load keyboard_buffer[5] with data packet
W
0x6
Load keyboard_buffer[6] with data packet
W
0x7
Load keyboard_buffer[7] with data packet
W
0x8
Execute Emulate_Keyboard();
W
0x50
Load mouse_buffer[0] with data packet
W
0x51
Load mouse_buffer[1] with data packet
W
0x52
Load mouse_buffer[2] with data packet
W
0x58
Execute Emulate_Mouse();
R
0xf6
Send 0xA5 to TigerSHARC
R
0xf6
Send 0x5A o TigerSHARC
Table 17-3: The commands that are decoded by the PIC18F4550 assync_interface() funtion.

The following functions that are located in TigerSHARC “C” code file ”assync_interface.c”
and can be used by the TigerSHARC to send data to the mouse and keyboard (these functions use
the read_pic() and write_pic() functions). Only the function prototypes are given below:
void update_keyboard_0(int key)
void update_keyboard_2(int key)
void update_keyboard_3(int key)
void update_keyboard_4(int key)
void update_keyboard_5(int key)
void update_keyboard_6(int key)
void update_keyboard_7(int key)
void transmit_keyboard(void)
void update_mouse(int buttons, int dx, int dy)
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Function: BlinkUSBStatus
Prototype: void BlinkUSBStatus (void)
Location: “usermouse.c” in microchip “C” code.
Description:

This function uses the PIC18F4550 LEDs 9 and 10 to display the status of the USB as
follows:

Both LEDS off:

The device is detached.

LED10 on, LED9 off:

The device is powered.

LED10off, LED9 on:

The device is in the configuration state.

LED10 flashing, LED9 off:

The device is in the address state.

LED10 flashing, LED9 flashing:

The device is configured and operating correctly.
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17.9 Prototype Demonstration Software

Figure 17-1 illustrates a flow diagram of the demonstration software that executes inside the
TigerSHARC. The software demonstrates the correct working of every component on the prototype
PCB and a description of the flow diagram is given after the figure. The software plays wav files that
are stored on the Compact Flash, writes out audio bar graphs to the LCD and writes data to the USB
keyboard and mouse. By pressing the push buttons the different audio input channels are mapped
to audio line output. A detailed description of the flow diagram is given after the figure.
reset

Enable Cache
Timer0 IRQ

Inita()
Initheap(1)

Send keyboard and mouse
data to PC

Reset FPGA
Init assync interface
Init keyboard and mouse

Push buttons IRQ0

Init LCD
Write “hello world” to LCD

Push buttons ISR

Setup_PGAs
init_cf_80
fnSystemInit

Audio IRQ0

playlist_setup
Audio_DMA0

load_audio_file
Audio_setup()
Init_timers_interupts

DMA0 interrupt

load_audio_file
Audio_driver

load_audio_file
load_audio_file

everytime 2048 are
samples received

load_audio_file

n

y
main while loop
Excecute
bargraph=1

If execute_bargraph==1

Excecute
bargraph=0

n

y
Update bargraph

Figure 17-1: Flow diagram of the prototype software demonstration.
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Main routine:
1. After a system reset, the TigerSHARC’s cache is enabled.
2. The SDRAM and SYSTEM configuration registers are programmed.
3. The heap in side SDRAM Bank 1 is initialized.
4. The FPGA is reset.
5. The asynchronous interface is initialized.
6. The USB keyboard and mouse is initialized.
7. The LCD is initialized.
8. The PGAs are initialized and the PGA green LEDs will switch on.
9. The Compact Flash interface is initialized. Next, the file system is initialized. Next, the
wave playlist is initialized.
10. An audio file is loaded into the heap in SDRAM bank 1 and inserted into the playlist.
11. The audio system is initialized.
12. The audio file will now start to play.
13. The timer 0 is enabled.
14. Another four audio files are loaded into the heap and are inserted into the playlist.
15. Once this is complete a bar graph will start to display on the LCD screen.
Timer0 IRQ interrupt service routine:
The timer0 interrupts every 100ms. It then runs a routine which moves the mouse in a circle
and sends keyboard characters to the PC.
Push-buttons interrupt service routine:
1. When the SW5 is pressed then audio will skip to the next wave file.
2. When SW6 is pressed the microphone channels will be mapped to the audio output
channels.
3. When SW2 is pressed the wave file will continue playing.
4. When SW3 is pressed the line audio channels will be mapped to the line out
channels.
Audio IRQ0 interrupt service routine:
The audio IRQ0 interrupt is configured to initiate a DMA transfer of the audio samples
between the FPGA and TigerSHARC.
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DMA0 interrupt service routine:
The DMA0 interrupt service routine calls the audio driver which is responsible for the
mapping of the audio channels to the line out and for playing the wave files. After every 2048
samples that are received, the audio driver triggers a flag. This flag in turn tells the bar graph routine
that it must update the bar graph on the LCD

17.10 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter describes the software routines and drivers that have been written for our
design.
Routines are provided for communication with the FPGA and for communication with the
SPI bus to access the audio codec’s configuration registers and the PGA’s control register.
DMA based routines are provided for the bulk transfer of audio data. Routines are presented
for communication with the PIC18F4550 (USB interface), the LCD, the push buttons, as well for
interfacing with the Compact Flash FAT32 file system.
Finally, testing software is described which verifies the correct working of all the
components in our system and is therefore the final component required for our design to be a
success.
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18

Processor Performance

This chapter compares the performance of the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz
processor to well known Intel processors.
To do this, use is made of the diagonal covariance Gaussian probability density function
(PDF) which is typically used in speech processing applications. The log-likelihood of the diagonal
covariance Gaussian PDF is defined as follows (31):
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Where D is the dimension, x is a ² ) 1 feature vector, µ is the ² ) 1 vector variances
corresponding to the diagonal of the covariance matrix.

The computation of (18-1) can be reduced to
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The values of ß® and 9 can be pre-computed and do not need to be determined at run time, thereby
reducing the computational complexity.
Equation (7) is used to benchmark the performance of the TigerSHARC processor in the
following manner. The log-likelihood of 200 39-dimensional feature vectors (D=39) is calculated. This
computation is repeated 1 million times. The average time to calculate the log-likelihood of a single
39 dimensional feature is then determined and used to compare the performance of the TigerSHARC
600MHz processor to an Intel 1.8GHz Core2Duo processor running Linux, a 700MHz Intel Pentium 4
running Linux and a 3GHz Intel Pentium D also running Linux. An extract of the C code used to
benchmark the processors is illustrated in the box below (the full code is included in the DVD):
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float test_gaussian(void){
int i;
int n;
float ans=0;
float temp=0;
for (n=0; n<200;n++){
for(i=0;i<39;i++){
temp=(x[n][i]-u[i]);
temp=temp*temp;
temp=temp*y[i];
ans+=temp;
}
ans+=C;
}
return ans;
}

The C code is compiled using the GCC compiler for the Intel processors and the results are
listed in Table 18-1.

Processor
700MHz Pentium 4
3GHz Pentium D
Intel 1.8GHz Core2Duo processor
Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz

Time [ns]
384ns
101.5ns
89 ns
98.86 ns

Table 18-1: Benchmark of the processors.

As is illustrated in Table 18-1, the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 processor running at
600MHz performs very similarly to the Intel 1.8 GHz Core2Duo processor.
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18.1 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter is utilized to demonstrate the computational power of the TigerSHARC
processor. A benchmark using multi-dimensional Gaussian log-likelihood computations, illustrated
that the TigerSHARC 600MHz CPU performs similarly to an Intel Core2Duo processor operating at
1.8GHz. The TigerSHARC processor is therefore a very powerful computational unit which will suit
speech recognition applications.
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Conclusion

Our system successfully meets every aspect of the system requirements set out in Chapter 1,
and incorporates the Analog Devices TigerSHARC TS201 600MHz digital signal processor to provide a
high performance platform which has been shown to have computational performance comparable
to an Intel Pentium 1.8GHz Core2Duo system. Our system therefore provides an excellent platform
upon which speech recognition algorithms can be implemented.
The design integrates 512 MB RAM, which is expandable to 1024MB. It can support up to
32GB Compact Flash storage card, which is the largest size supported by the FAT32 file system.
Multi-channel audio input and output is provided, including two microphone channels with
up to 65dB programmable gain each. The multiple audio channels allow the future implementation
of techniques such as noise cancellation and beam-forming to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
the audio inputs.
The system demonstrates the ability to communicate with a PC via USB by successfully
emulating a composite USB mouse and keyboard. The system is however not limited to this interface
method, since the extra IO available on the FPGA could be used to control and interface to other
electronic devices.
The efficient use of the FPGA’s internal memory as FIFOs allows the processor to perform
data transfers in blocks via DMA, which reduces the time the processor will have to spend waiting
for slow IO devices such as the LCD, audio and USB, and will therefore allow the system to spend
maximum time performing speech recognition computations.
All components of the prototype system have been verified to be working correctly. The
system is therefore ready to be used as a vehicle for speech and audio research, which was the
overall initial aim.
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A.Appendix A

Schematics
The schematic layouts are displayed in the following pages. A higher resolution PDF and the
original project files are included on the DVD.
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B.Appendix B

B. PCB Layout
The PCB manufacturing layers are displayed in the following pages. Please note that the layers
are not in a 1:1 scale. A higher resolution PDF and the original manufacturing files are included on the
DVD.
1. Figure B-1 illustrates the top layer silk screen.
2. Figure B-2 illustrates the top layer solder mask.
3. Figure B-3 illustrates the top routing layer.
4. Figure B-4 illustrates the internal power plane.
5. Figure B-5 illustrates the internal horizontal routing layer.
6. Figure B-6 illustrates the internal vertical routing layer.
7. Figure B-7 illustrates the internal ground plane.
8. Figure B-8 illustrates the bottom routing layer.
9. Figure B-9 illustrates the bottom solder mask.
10. Figure B-10 illustrates the bottom layer silk screen.
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Figure B-1: Top layer silk screen.
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Figure B-2: Solder mask top.
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Figure B-3: Top layer routing
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Figure B-4:Power layer.
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Figure B-5: Horizontal routing layer.
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Figure B-6: Vertical routing layer.
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Figure B-7: Ground layer.
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Figure B-8: Bottom routing layer (mirrored).
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Figure B-9: Bottom solder mask (mirrored).
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Figure B-10: Bottom silk screen (mirrored).
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C.Appendix C
Bill of Materials

#

Qty

84

Reference Designator
C1,C6,C16,C21,C30,C31,C3
2,C33,C34,C35,C43,C45,C4
6,C47,C48,C49,C50,C83,C9
5,C96,C97,C98,C99,C100,C
101,C102,C103,C104,C108,
C110,C111,C112,C113,C114
,C115,C116,C117,C121,C12
2,C123,C128,C130,C131,C1
32,C133,C134,C135,C136,C
137,C141,C142,C143,C144,
C145,C146,C147,C148,C149
,C150,C151,C152,C153,C15
4,C155,C156,C157,C158,C1
59,C160,C161,C162,C163,C
164,C195,C196,C197,C198,
C199,C200,C201,C202,C203
,C139,C140

1

Supplier

Communica

2

1

C118

Communica

3

1

C138

Communica

4

2

C17,C28

Communica

5

2

C18,C27

Communica

6

6

Communica

7
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C19,C23,C24,C29,C78,C79
C2,C8,C10,C11,C12,C13,C5
1,C52,C53,C54,C55,C56,C5
7,C58,C59,C60,C61,C62,C6
3,C64,C65,C70,C71,C72,C7
3,C74,C76,C77,C87,C88,C8
9,C90,C91,C93,C107,C127,
C69,C75,C165,C166,C182,C
184,C185,C187,C221,C222,
C223,C224,C225

Communica

8

2

C20,C26

Communica

9

2

C204,C205

Communica

201

Device

Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors

Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors

Package

Value

805

100NF

805

47NF

805

6.9NF

805

330PF

805

680PF

805

100PF

603

100NF

805

220PF

1206

4.7UF

10

2

11

14

12

1

13

C22,C25
C3,C4,C5,C14,C15,C80,C81
,C82,C86,C92,C94,C105,C1
06,C129

Communica

Communica

25

C36
C38,C40,C42,C67,C168,C16
9,C170,C171,C172,C173,C1
74,C175,C176,C177,C178,C
179,C180,C186,C188,C189,
C190,C191,C192,C193,C194

Communica

Communica

14

3

C39,C119,C120

Communica

15

4

Communica

16

9

17

7

C66,C124,C125,C126
C68,C109,C167,C181,C183,
C216,C218,C219,C220
C7,C9,C84,C85,C37,C41,C4
4

18

4

Communica

19

6

Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors
Ceramic
Capactors

805

220NF

603

1000PF

805

330NF

603

1NF

603

10NF

805

1UF

CAPAE-E

47UF

CAPAE-F

100UF

Tantulum
Capactors

CAPTD

100UF

Tantalum
Capactors

CAPTD

10UF

Tantalum
Capactors

CAPTD

470UF

CAPTD

680UF

CAPAE-F

68UF

CAPAE-A
DO214AC
DO214AC
DIMM168

10UF

22

6

CT39,CT49,CT50,CT57,CT5
9,CT60

23

3

CT47,CT48,CT55

24

2

25

28

6
8
3
2

CT6,CT7
CT8,CT9,CT16,CT17,CT45,
CT46
D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8
D9,D10,D11
J1,J2

Communica
RS:469-0758
RS:215-7237
RS:542-2613

29

8

L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L9,L7

RS:3275566

31

1

PowerTip

PC2004LRUAWA-B

32

10

LCD
LED1,LED2,LED3,LED4,LED
5,LED6,LED7,LED8,LED9,L
ED10

Communica

LEDS

33

1

P4

Mantech

Header

27

1NF

AVX:
TPSD107K01
6X0060

Communica

16

26

805
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2
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4
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0
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9
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Digikey
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Digikey
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2

RN27,RN36

Digikey
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1

RN28

Digikey
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2

Digikey
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RN34,RN35
RN5,RN6,RN7,RN8,RN9,RN
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SW1,SW2,SW3,SW4,SW5,S
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2

U1,U24
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2

U10,U43
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1
1
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1
1
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Digikey
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Digikey
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Networks
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Networks
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Networks
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Networks
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Networks
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Networks
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22
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27

CAY16
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CAY16

47
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Tact switch
100MHz
oscillator:
SG8002CA

SG8002C
A

PGA2500

SOIC28
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SHOTKEYDPAK
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2

U32,U33
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2

U35,U36

94

1

95
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U38
U39,U50,U51
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U40
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Texas
Instruments
Maxim
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1
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1

U41
U44
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IO_HEAD
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DBV
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Digikey
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Atmel
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1

105

1

U5
U52
U54

106

1

U55
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1

107

2

108

2

109

1

U60
U56,U57
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Maxim
AMD
Texas
Instruments
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Instruments
Mantech
Mantech
Mantech
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U62
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HEADER16
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1
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TPS77825
TPS778G1
FANHEADER
FANHEADER
RCA

D.Appendix D

Extracts from Datasheets

The following pages contain extracts of the following datasheets:
1. Pages 207 to 209: Analog Devices AD1836A Multi-channel 96kHz Codec (29)
2. Pages 210 to 225: Compact Flash Specification 4.0 (11)
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